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Disappointing
AudIo
Broadcast
This is a call for all members to
put pen to paper and send the UK
Government a Strong Clear Signal!

I am asking you to write a letter to your local
MP and lobby them to halt the plans for the
Analogue radio switch off which is targeted for
2015. This is a totally unnecessary move to
force the change to digital radio without any
real benefit to anyone other than the failing
DAB radio industry and profitless commercial
broadcasters. We cannot prevent the eventual
switchover, but we can make it clear that this is
neither the time to do it, nor the correct system
to use. Below are the most salient points that
you should make very clear in your letter.

Ofcom research shows that 4 out of 5
listeners are happy with current choice of
analogue stations and audio quality.

Power consumption of DAB receivers is
much higher. Typically an AM/FM radio
will give 375 hours of listening on batteries
costing £6 where a similar quality DAB
radio only gives 32 hours at a cost of £9.
This is an unacceptable increase in listening
cost for everyone and especially those on
low incomes and pensions and increases
the cost of responsible battery disposal.
It is also true to say that mains powered
DAB receivers are more power hungry.

The DAB system used in the UK is now
obsolescent with only two other European
countries using it. Any digital broadcasting
should be using DAB+ with the more efficient
AAC codec instead of MP2 of the 1980’s.
FM on good equipment will always beat
DAB for sound quality without annoying

“drop-outs” and background “bubbling
mud” noises. FM works well in large buiit—up
areas and when in vehicles. DAB requires
many extra smaller relay transmitters to
give the same coverage as PM or AM.

Massive cost to consumers to replace
the approx 150 Million perfectly good
working receivers with inferior sound
quality DAB receivers that suffer from
a multitude of reception problems.

Recycling of analogue receivers will
only cover modern portables, the
rest will be confined to land-fill.

The Government are actively looking for
ways to reduce spending so halt the building
of new transmitters which will cost a huge
amount of money to get full nationwide
coverage. when the house of Lords report on
digital broadcasting in the UK states that FM
transmitters can be maintained fully for the next
20 years for £200 Million which is less than 20
pence per person each year saving listeners
millions not having to buy new equipment.

Millions of listeners using built in vehicle
receivers will be lost because of inadequate
mobile DAB reception and no mass—produced
oars yet include DAB receivers fitted as
standard, and are not likely to for years to come.

You should write as a personal protest in
respect to your own personal situation and
how it will affect you and not as a vintage
wireless collector, nor as a BVWS protest.
The BVWS Committee will be sending
a letter directly to the Prime Minister
with these points and many more.
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Once again this year. there is no Call for Nominations
form included in this Bulletin. As last year we are
saving on paper and print costs as all current
Committee members are within their three year terms
and are willing to continue in their roles. I would invite
anyone who would like to join the Committee to
contact me either by phone, letter or e-mail. Overthe
last few months we have been working on increasing
the BVWS Capacitor stocks and extending the
ranges held. I have been able to get multi value dual
can electrolytics made so we will soon be stocking
direct replacements for Bush DACQOA and TV22
units together with several other commonly used
types. A range of screw through the chassis units are
also being made to replace those used in pre<war
sets without the need for re-stuffing. which can be a
problem with some types Look out for these in the
next Bulletin providing we receive supplies in time.

I feel it is time to say something about the forced
BBC and larger commercial analogue radio switch to
DAB planned for 2015. it is simply not the right time
and neither is it the right digital broadcast system
to use. After 12 years of UK digital broadcasting
only a quarter of all radio listening is via DAB. The
promise of better sound quality and better reception
has just not materialised. This disappointing situation
is due to the low transmission Bit rates used so
that more stations can be crammed into the limited
bandwidth. Analogue transmissions are easy and
efficient compared with DAB and can be received
almost anywhere both static and mobile. which you
definitely cannot say about DAB. It would appear that
the main driver for switching is that DAB has been
fairly unsuccesl and the industry has invested

hem/llyintheinfrastructureandnowwantstosee
a return. which is not entirely unfair but if DAB was
actually what it was promised to be and actually
worked as well as analogue then many more millions
of listeners would be wanting to switch. but it is not.
The nationally advertised “trade-in' schemes are just
a desperate move to try and get consumers to part
with their hard earned cash and make the switch to
an already obsolete digital system. it is not commonly
known that the large high street stores have been
granted licenses to install and operate local DAB
transmitters on their premises for demonstration
purposes as the DAB signal is so poor inside the
buildings that people refuse to buy the receivers.
This is not only for metal framed and rooted ‘out of
town' type stores but those in large city department
stores. Many of us suffer from what is known as
“bubbling mud“ noises from digital stations. where on
aralogue any deterioration of signal has significantly
less noticeable effect on the entertainment value
of what we are listening to. Since moving to a rural
location. I can noiongeruseadigltal receiverforthis
very reason. The government states that although
the set date for switchover is 2015. until at least
50% of all nationwide listeners are using DAB as
their main listening medium the BBC will not make
the change. So the simple answer is not to buy
any DAB receivers that are not at least capable of
DAB+ reception which will protect your investment
or also have an FM waveband. More information
can be lound at www.digltalradiotech.co.uk and you
can register an online protest at www.savetm.org

Mike

At last! A genuine red Ekco A22
The story behind the wireless on The Bulletin cover byAlan McGregor
in January 2008 an Ekco A22 appeared on
EBAY. Not unusual. you might think. However,
this set was different. The cabinet was not
black or brown. It was red! The seller, a
ch Canadian, claimed the set had been
found In a garage in Pennsylvania USA, so
it was a long way from home. The condition
leftalottobedesired.Thechassislooked
amessandwasoutofitscabinet.‘lhere
was a back card but no dial or dial bezel.
All the knobs were present and correct but
not attached to the set. And. of course, the
bakellte cabinet was conspicuously cracked.

The bakellte cabinet and the chassis arrived
in two separate parcels. The first parcel I
opened contained the chassis and a few
odds and ends. The first thing to grab my
attention was a circular piece of grille cloth.
still attached to its card ring and its backing
cloth. This was an unexpected bonus. The
seller had made no mention of it and it did
not appear in any of his photographs. it is
quite unlike any cloth that I have seen before
onanA22. being blackwithgoldthreads
running through it. Scraps of cardboard

still glued to the mazak spider matched
damaged areas on the back of the card
ring, so enabling me to establish the correct
orientation of the cloth. Also present but not
mentioned in the seller’s description was a
circular cast alloy grille. This plainly didn't
belong to the set so why was it included?

Iwaspleasedtoseethatthecabinethad
the right sorts of dirt in all the right places.
The baked-on sooty. waxy deposit inside the
top and the layer of dust inside the foot were
exactly what I would expect to see. The seller
had described the colour of the cabinet as
“red-orange" and his photographs seemed
to confirm this. I can only assume that his
pictures were taken in very strong light. as the
real colour in normal daylight is closer to cherry
red. The red bakellte has a very slight motile to
it. most evident underneath the plinth. which.
I suppose would've been less exposed to the
action of sunlight. it is not the same type of
material that the green A0653 are made of.
This is bakellte or something very like it, not
urea formaldehyde and certainly not catalin.
Therelsastresscrackonthetopofthe

continued on page 39



Jean Rigaut, Wireless Crysta/ Specialist —
An  Enigma ? by Ian L. Sanders and Lorne Clark

Jean Edouard Pierre Rigaut was born in France in 1900, arriving in Britain towards the end of
the First World War to take up employment with the French Consulate Generall. By all accounts
he was a natural entrepreneur and, by the mid-19205. became a prolific manufacturer of crystal
receivers. Rigaut's sets were distinctive in their design and they were unquestionably of high-quality
construction. However, no known advertisements for his company's products appear in the
period journals and surviving references of any kind to Rigaut’s wireless company are scarce.
While he is believed to have imported some materials from his native France during this periodl.
the components used in the Rigaut crystal sets are generally of British manufacture, although the
cabinets and/or panels may possibly have been of French origin.

Above: Sloping panel. variometer—tuned destgn. No model name, other than the
company‘s trademark. but — other than the closed cabinet design — consistent with the
V-Type listed in the 1926 Wireless Worid Buyer’s Guide. Headphone connection was
by means of patented Rigaut sockets. Socket for long-wave loading coil with “folded"
shorting link to permit lid closure. Year of manufacture was probably 1924.

iifidtelgwt‘aoaddascnbadhknasanaxpanlnFranchtumy

medalihuwellwaspeciallstincrystalwiralass.Gaiaflfit.dso
knownas“French Bakeiita'wasasyntheticpiasticmaterialdavelcped
in the early 19005 by French chemist J.C.Tri|lat. In France. Galalith
wasdlstrlbuted by the Ccmpagnie FrancaisedeGalalitheot Paris
andwasmanufacturedunderiioanceinBr-itain bySyrolitUmitedas
Ertnoid.Gaiaflthwasusedlnjewalryaslnmationtortoiseshel. horn.
ivoryandwood. ltwasdsousadineiactricdapplications
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Jean Rigaut was listed as a subscriber to
the original British Broadcasting Company
between 1923 and 1926, taking out a single,
one~pound sharez. in February 1926. the
respected journal Wireless World and Radio

April 1926 edition of the London Telephone
Directory lists Jean Rigaut's business as
”Wireless Crystal Specialist" located at 108.
Euston Road, London. NW1.  The enterprise
operated at that address until 1929. moving

Review published their Buyer's Guide to
Sets. The guide listed details of almost
100 crystal sets; four of these were models
attributed to Jean Fligaut. A patent for an
improved electrical connector, issued to Jean
Rigaut in 1927 and based on an application
submitted in March 1926,  confirms his
French citizenship.

Post Office telephone records3 indicate
that Rigaut operated from four addresses
between 1926 and 1933. all within a few
miles of each other in North London. The

to 23. Eversholt St., London NW1.  by
which time the business was described as
simply “Wireless". Between 1930 and 1933
he occupied premises at 100N. Blackstock
Road, London, N.4.  The final entry in the
November 1983 directory shows Rigaut
had relocated again to Albert Works,
Spencer Road. N.8., although by this time
it is doubtful if the manufacture of wireless
apparatus was still taking place. This is the
last record of any UK business address.

Jean Rigaut focused exclusively on
Jean Edouard Pierre Fligzllll lil ins se‘wwlw
Pholoqmg ii i wllriimy ( l l  Pnill R i t l l

OpposflepageleflJeflandabovezaeevaslonsolessermallymesamenndd.
employingmarsemdfinetappedmuctawemmngflanmwmmastmacw
JR-aflafiemgravedlabd—fledosedwbhetdesigrswmwslopingpandgmeaty
netditiedesaipfionoftteL—EpelistedhtteWmlessWoddaiyer‘sGwde.Inany
case.nismemostcamnnlyiouuoimeJeanRigamaystalreoeNerstobefomd
todayfiheopencabinetversimvwmvenicalpanddoesnotcenymynmdname.
butltisotherwiselheidernicalset).ThedesignieaturestvvopairsoiRigampatented
headphunsocketsandttevariatbnwhmflmt-mxfledtaminlsusesfiesam
patanedsodetmmemiuaaidmdeamicomecfiasThebng-wavebadingcofl
conmdorwaspbcedmme’aMMadybeMeenttBtcontols.wggesflgmfl
mayhavebeenanaitelthought.Yearofmnufacuewasprobabiy1924.

no“ type of Cabinet Price won and am
’ : i ll.
L'Wpe Mahogany. closed sloping panel. 20 19s. 6d. Set only. Fine and coarse tuning and tapped inductance. i‘

D’iype Same as above. 21 23. 6d. Set only. Wound for Daventry. ‘

V‘wpe Imitation mahogany,opensloplngpenel 20113.6d. Setonly.Variometertuned.

iiflM” Flu! mahogany W . ‘1 ,1 9.2.1: '9 ill", lzlgfijflqiéillilllplliii“. .1 ; gii . . H l 5 g ml =i ' "in l “ “
3W3 Guide to Sets. The Wireless World and Radio Review. February 10th. 1926.



crystal receiversl. Cabinets of light mahogany with smoothly rounded
corners. together with gently sloping panels, gave the products an
unusually sleek appearance. Many of his sets employed a distinctive,
marbled orange/black panel produced from the synthetic material.
Galilith, developed in France, but also produced in Britain as Erlnoid.
Several models featured Rigaut's patented sockets for headphone
connection, either mounted on the panel or on the outside of the
cabinet to allow operation of the receiver when the lid was closed. No
known Post-Office registration numbers exist for the Rigaut designs.

although at least one model carries the BBC ‘type-approved stamp'.
Most carry the maker’s JR emblem engraved on the panel.

In addition to the four crystal sets listed in the 1926 Wireless
World Buyer’s Guide, at least six other models/variations are known,
establishing Rigaut as one of the most prolific. albeit enigmatic
crystal set manufacturers of the 19203. The question remains —
why were his crystal receivers apparently not widely advertised in
wireless magazines and why did they not appear in the well-known
wireless suppliers’ catalogues of the day? How Fligaut marketed hls
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Entry dated December 13th.1923 listing shareholders in the British Broadcasting Company. 1923-26. Jean Rigaut IS shown holding one share National Archives, Kew, London
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Jean Fllgaut married inJune 1926atSt.Jol1nSChurch. Highbury'l'heoertificaiegives
his occupation as simply ”Manufacturer". His residence at 70, Sotheby Road was a few
miles from the company's business address 01 108. Euston Road.

M

19205 London street map showing four of the known addresses for Jean Rigaut
between 1926andtheearly tQSOswhenMrelefiproduciionwasllkelytaldngplaceq
A: 23. Eversholt Street:B:100N.Blackstock Row; C: 108 Eustcn Road: D: 70.
Sctheby Homoeddenoe),

enterprise's products and through what channels they were actually
sold remains uncertain. It seems unlikely — given the extent of the
models produced - but perhaps Fligaut relied purely on word of mouth
and on old-fashioned leg work?

In later years, Jean Rigaut became a reporter for The Sporting
Life, and developed and patented a “going" tester for greyhound
racetracks‘v 4 .  During the Second World War he was a member of
the Highbury Home Guard. and the Free French Organisation, and
is credited with the development of a novel booby-trap device.
Returning to France in 1948, following a divorce from his English wife,
Madge, he was engaged in the growing plastics industry where he
took out French patents. including one for a flexible vacuum cleaner
hoses- 5 .  He died in 1984‘.

.Iecnmpeny‘l-‘itradernakbutciidmw
mmtheBCM/JR withtheenceptimof
thepldnblaokebonitepenel. inpiaceofthe
compeny'ssignature.marbledmaterhl.

OppositepageJefizdeanRigammodel
M—ldmtidollotheBCM/JRmmmth
eorwrtlonaitermtnalsandhorizontalpanet.
WEBCapprovalstampinthetidsuggests
aproductiondateoftszaorthefirsthaifor
1924. possibly pro-dating the BCM/JR.

myrtmssetsimiiartothaJeanRigautmodelswlth
hmptionoftheabsmceotalmg-waveload‘rg
ooIsocket,carrieethename.Argus.Tl'ieArgw
Wmusedbyfinderson’s lit/irelessSabs
AgancyotOxfordStreet.London.itisassumedthat
ttisreoeiverwasofieredbyAnderson‘s,althotm
Meddencehasbeenfwnd. lnterestlnthis
miewasapparafilyecponedtowlu

24.1w. ‘1 .

“il l . a will
Patent no.273.380issuedtoJeenFiigauton1927forani’nprovedelectricelsocket.
Thesodretwaeusedonseveraiofhiscrystalsetn‘rodeis.

PtntozfieJeenRigamWieaMedspmg-bmbdbwpmdeareflablecmiact.

l. Rigaut. Paul: Private commmication.
2.LorneCiaflcShamhddesotTheBfifistadcesdngOm1paw.1923t01926.
BVWS Books ISBN 0-9547043-6-3 (to be published).
3. London Telephone Directories. 1926 to 1983. wwanoestryoom
d. Filgaut. JeenPieneEdouard: MeansforTestlng GrundorotherSuriaoeswedfor
Games or Sports or other Purposes. British Patent 574.913; issued January 25th. 1946.
5. Rigaut. Jean Pierre Edouard: Tate de Machine 3 Mouier par Inlection. French Patent
FR973488(A); issued February 2nd, 1951.
6. Rigaui.JeanPierreEdouard: NouveauProcedepotxlaFabricatbndeTuyaux
Fle>dbles French Patent FR1040099W: issued October 13th. 1953.

The authors are most grateful to Paul Rigaut. grandson of Jean Edouard Pierre
Rigaut. for providing details about his grandfather‘s life.

The authors would welcome any further information on this subject:
author@crystaI-set.com earlywireless©ntlworldcorn



Restoring an HMV 650 (Date Code P/2 = 1937)..G...........
l restored the model 561 Marconi version of this radio. (see Bulletin Summer 2005) but prefer
this one. It has a glass edge lit dial rather than the now dark brown Paxoiin one of the Marconi.
Also, to my mind, the cabinet is nicer with its rounded corners and curved loudspeaker grille.

It is an 11 valve radio (including the
‘magic eye') with two chassis. There is
the main RF / IF chassis with the power
and output chassis mounted above It.

For those interested. date codes
are given on the model label. P/1 =
1936. P/2 = 1937 and so on. No P
code means made before 1935.

There is a tuned RF stage prior to a
frequency changer with separate oscillator.
Following are two IF amplifiers and so 6
tuned circuits. The first two IF transformers
have variable selectivity using switched
tertiary windings. After the IF stages comes
a D63 double diode for detection and
delayed AVC. The audio output goes to an
amplifier driving an inter-stage transformer.
This has separate secondary windings
supplying the grids of KT63's in push pull.

All this technology was expensive
of course costing 24 guineas, worth
more than 2800 today (source
Office of National Statistics).

Radio Specification
MW. LW. two SW and one “Ultra Short
Wave”. The SW are 11 .3 -  34 and 34— 107

metres and the Ultra is 4.85 to 12 metres.
This was intended for reception of TV sound
from Alexandra Palace at 7.2 metres.

There is an excellent reduction drive
system. and logging scale. so tuning in
anything is easy even for the ham fisted.

There is a large dial (rear lit Paxoiin on
the 561) and edge lit glass on the 650
illuminated by a 15W bayonet torpedo
bulb. This is no longer available but a 25W
torpedo picture bulb can have its base
changed to be a substitute (see Bulletin
Spring 2008). I found that running the
converted bulb off the 200V transformer
tap. consuming 18W, gives perfectly
acceptable illumination and the bulb should
last a long time. It also provides a much
better lit dial in the Marconi 561 than the
miniature neon tube that I used at the time.

The 650 dial is very well detailed,
unfortunately mine once removed from its
metal backing panel. faced with black felt.
and a careful clean up with a soft artist’s
brush had some of the lettering come away.
This resulted in my having to produce
reproduction dials (see Bulletin Autumn 2009).

On the left hand side of the dial is an

aperture for the magic eye. Balancing
this. on the right. is one for a rotating
disc showing the waveband. This is
driven by a chain and toothed wheels
from the shaft of the waveband switch.

Controls include treble and bass. That
for treble (or “Brilliance" as EMI call it) is
ganged to a toggle switch which selects
the IF bandwidth. With the control at
minimum 'cut' then the bandwidth is at its
widest. Turn the control a little clockwise
and the switch clicks over to reduce the
bandwidth and then the control dulls the
higher frequencies in the normal way.

A bass cut potentiometer. wired as a
variable resistance. is across the lower half
of the inter—stage transformer. The coupling
capacitor and the primary inductance form
a high pass filter: As the resistance reduces
then the effective inductance falls and so
response at low frequencies is less.

Service material
Two sources were found: Broadcaster
Service Man’s Manual for the Marconiphone
561-564 and the Marconiphone Service
Manual Models 561 and 564.



The Chassis
This time I was better off. than when
doing the Marconi. as member Jim Taylor
was kind enough to give me the original
Marconiphone Service Manual. The
Broadcaster information is good but the
manufacturer's is more comprehensive.
But it did give me something else to
be concerned about as I now knew the
resistance of the IF windings. Alas. some
of those measured higher than they
should be. see Main Chassis section.

As usual. cleaning. re-stuffing of
caps. checking and changing resistors
etc. It's surprising how many loose
soldered joints can be found in the
very deep slots in EMI tag strips.

On one main chassis (I actually had a
spare pair that l restored as well) pin 5.
GS. of the audio ore-amp valve base was
broken off and had never been connected.
Another fault on SW 2 was down to joints
never having been soldered. The coil (L22).
for this particular waveband. is mounted
and soldered to one of a pair of rivets for
its trimmer T016. One rivet is securing
the fixed plate and the other the plate that
is allowed to move when adjustment is
made. However. these rivets whilst being
sound electrical connections to the coil.
were no longer so to the plates. Once I
had cleaned up and soldered the rivets
to the plates. which they are on other
chassis. the waveband worked again.

The spare pair of chassis had been
well botched before they came to me
(see pictures). On the main chassis I
have already taken off the tuning gang.
interconnecting cable-forms etc. but It does
show what a horror story they were. l'm
not being unkind here to whom ever did
this but really they should be practising
on simpler and less collectible radios.

Output Valves and Power Supply Chassis
Nowadays I take care not to get solvents
into the valve bases and no longer clean
them by squirting with contact cleaner.
Several bases were removed. on the spare
chassis. and opened where many of the
connection pins had been broken off. They
were replaced with pins from another base.
Once inside, by swivelling the top, it’s seen
that excess cleaner may contribute to getting
dirt between the layers. Better to clean the
individual sockets with a small dental brush
dipped in contact cleaner sprayed into a lid.

A new cloth covered three-core mains lead
was fitted and the chassis earthed. I know
some say that this is applying stress to the
old mains transformer but I would rather have
safety than unknown leakage. If it's going
to break down completely, and l have never
known this to happen. then it can be rewound.

The Main Chassis
Fortunately. there is very little rubber-covemd
wire on these chassis. One place that it occurs
is on the audio inter-stage transformer. The
wires exit. through a piece of sleeving. in the
middle of pitch. which is used to fill the metal
can. Some of these wires are long and run the
length of the chassis and in my opinion can't
be left. I used a better method of replacing
them than on the Marconi. As before. a pair of
side cutters and a small screwdriver were used
to break away the pitch down to just beyond
where the wires separate. The wires were then
cut off and the ends joined to thin PVC wire
and sleeved over. Finally the wires were fanned
together. the small size of the wire allowing
this. and covered with heat shrink sleeving and
the can refilled with hot melt glue stick. (see
picture). The wires can be used directly but it
is also possible to fit extra pieces of tag strip.
adjacent to the chassis exit hole. and then
'bum proof‘ wire of your choice from there.

Above: How you don‘t want to find them! Spare RF chassis 'before'.

Below: Spare power and audio chassis 'beiore’.

There is one other area that has nibber
insulated wire and that is the screened
inner conductors of ‘hot' wiring for the IF
transformers. As for the Marconi I made
up new low capacitance replacements.

Why would EMI use so much screened
wiring around the FPS when the lengths are
often short? I think it was to have controlled
and constant stray capacitance to earth.
The leads would be made up on a jig and
the strays would be independent of a wire
person's routing of a piece of variable
length un-screened wire. When doing the IF
alignment (see below) just a few pF’s change
would make a difference to the waveforms.

Mica capacitors
The types used on EMI chassis look awful
but having measured lots I am yet to find a
bad one. This is for leakage although some
have been a good 20% out on value but
they may have always been like this. The
reason they still measure G Ohms at 500V is
because there is no silver to migrate. If you
take a junk one apart you find the plates are
formed from what looks like Beryllium copper.

Some may need changing because
of damaged connections. they are quite
fragile. or if a valve base is removed as
in the case of the botched chassis.

Main Chassis. 111s IF  Tiansformers

Broken wire strands
Alas. IFT1 and IFI’ 2 primaries were 10 and
8.7 Ohm against the 6 Ohm given in the
Service manual. This could only mean broken
strands in the Litz wire used for the coils.
(For reference the inductance measured 1.25
mH with a typical trimmer capacitance of
around 80 pF. The insulation between primary
and secondary was G Ohms at 500V)

All that could be done was to disconnect
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the outer ends and cut back to make
new connections. What a devil of a job
it is cleaning old enamel covered Litz
wire that I discovered was 10 strand. For
academic interest only, it was possible to
identify some of the wires that were not
continuous. A single strand measured as
60 Ohm so the Service Manual was correct
on the winding resistance. Calculating from
here it is easy to see that 4 and 3 wires
respectively were broken somewhere.

They are most likely not making
connection at one end, but will still
be coupled to the good wires and aid
conduction through the coil. Of course
my re-connection efforts were to no avail.
There is nothing that can be done with the
inner connections as the wires are simply
too short. But it set me wondering what
difference it might make to performance. >

Not having a Q Meter, I measured 0
by the resonant frequency divided by
bandwidth method. The set up was a
frequency counter and signal generator,
feeding a winding via a 1M Ohm resistor:
The detector across the winding was
a ‘scope’ with a 10M & 10 pF probe.
For IF strips then the bandwidth is
normally taken at half height, that is
6dB down, but for measurement of a
single coil Q it is taken at 3 dB down.

The earthed screening can was fitted
and one end of other unused windings
also earthed. The Q's came out in the
65 to 70 range and from measurement
I wouIdn’t have known which were
the coils with the broken wires.

Another junk lFI' was found that used
three strand wire with a coil resistance
of 33 Ohm, which had a measured 0
of 41. With one strand cut, at the outer
end, the results were 52 Ohm and a
Q of 41. Finally with two wires cut the
results were 101 Ohm and a Q of 33.

So the conclusion is that a few
broken wires is not a disaster.

For the 650 chassis could they
have been this way from new?
To me it seems quite likely, would
EMI have rejected all finished IF
transformers that weren’t perfect.

Later, I typed into Google “Litz wire
broken strands” expecting to get nothing
of value. Within minutes I found an article
“Litz Wire - The Effect of Broken Strands“,
by member Alan Douglas from back in
1997. In the article he gives the percentage
reduction in Q for broken strands of 3 and
7 strand wire. It really is quite astonishing
that 4 broken strands, in 7 strand wire.
only reduced the Q by 10% and the result
was the same if the wires were broken at
the inner or outer ends of the winding.

The time spent on my measurements
is to me not a waste, it’s always
satisfying to prove things for myself and
it’s excellent memory reinforCement.

0 Killing resistors
When doing the 561 alignment I had
found that adding resistors across some
of the windings, which were not already
fitted with them, made the task much
easier and stable. I fitted the resistors
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inside the cans, which can be done without
unsoldering the transformer connections
but will mean removing the top caps for the
first two. However. replacement screened
cables will most likely need to be fitted here
anyway. Whilst the cans are off do carefully
check that none of the coils are loose or
have moved from their original positions.

The final values used were:
First transformer (ll-‘I'1) primary. 1M5
added. with 150K across the secondary
(the value R57 shown on the circuit).

Second transformer (lFl’2). 1M5 added.
across both primary and secondary.

Third transformer (IFT3) nothing added to
the primary and 100K across the secondary
(the value R52 shown on the circuit).

From masurements I made. windings
with shunts of 100 / 150K will have 0's
in the region of 25 to 30. For those with
the added 1M5 then Q on the secondary
side should be better than 70. On the
primary side it will be less due to the
anode resistance of the valve (say 1M).

IF  Transformer theory
An interesting article appeared in Wireless
World, Feb16. 1939 about a method of
bandwidth control using two switched tertiary
windings adjacent to each main coil. see
the picture reproduced from the article.

On the outside of the primary and
secondary windings are tertiary windings that
are switched so that one is shorted and the
other not, in a changeover arrangement. when
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Above: Spare RF chassis finished. Below: Spare power and output chassis finished.

you change from ‘narrow’ to ‘wide' bandwidth. Now when one coil is shorted. it reduces
From W the description is that with no the magnetic field from the tuned circuit it's

coils shorted, then the two main tuned circuits, nearest to. This lowers its inductance and
are tuned to slightly different frequencies and raises its frequency and things are arranged
the coupling will be less than the orifice! value. such that the two tuned circuits are now tuned
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to exactly the same frequency. Thus you have
a single peak for the narrow band response.
Then when the switch is changed the shorted
coil is opened and the other shorted. This
has the effect of lowering the frequency of



Tertiary wdgs

on the outside

Above: Variable bandwidth lFl' Wireless World.
the first and raising that of the second, ideally
by the same amount. This gives the double
peak response for the wide band case.

The article makes the point that for
the double peaks to be the same height,
then the tuned circuit 0’s in the broad
band condition need to be the same. it is
an advantage (without extra damping) to
make the tuned circuit that has the shorted
coil nearest to it, in this condition, the one
with the least loading. I take this to be the
secondary and this is true for the 650.

However, the 650 doesn't have quite
the same physical arrangement of coils
and has oddly IFT 1 with 150K across
its secondary. This coil tunes noticeably
flat on a Wobbulator display.

IFT 3 in the chassis is a conventional
type, having just a primary and secondary
and a bandwidth about 14 kHz wide.

i talked this over with my clever American
friend Chuck Doose, whom I have given
praise to in previous articles. He has taken
a big interest in lF transformer design that
started around the time that Bill William’s
published his enthralling article on the
McMichael superhet (Bulletin Summer
2009). Mainly he has studied ll-‘T‘s used
in the early triode superhets and namely
transformers made by Remler. This is what
he had to say for those used in the 650:
“On these IFl's I believe for the narrow band
mode the center tertiary coil, which will be
shorted, acts like a thin conductive plate
would if located at the same spot. This acts
to lower the coupling coefficient, lower the
inductance, and increases losses of the
primary and secondary equally. Because
the bandwidth is more sensitive to coupling
coefficient this reduces the bandwidth in the
same way as moving the coils further apart.
The induced current in the tertiary coil also
creates loss, which will lower the 0's, but this
has less of an effect on the bandwidth change
than the reduction in the coupling coefficient.

When switched to the wide band mode
the center tertiary coil no longer has an effect
and the bandwidth will widen. However, at the
same time the shorted tertiary coil, below the

Above: IFT1. lFl'2 and IFTS.
secondary, lowers its 0 and inductance, which
increases its resonant frequency which has
the effect of increasing the bandwidth further.
How much can be controlled by a resistor
across the secondary and in the case of IFT1
the designers have chosen 150K. in this mode
the primary and secondary have differing
resonant frequencies and thus the bandwidth
increases toward the high frequency side.
See Radio Engineering by Frederick Emmons
Terman, second edition, 1937, page 84."

Later I found a page in Coil Design
and Construction Manual by BB. Babini.
reprinted February 1995. that confirms

\W -.~. :4:-

Above: Interface transformer.

Chuck's understanding that the centre
tertiary coil acts like a screen when shorted.
In the picture, from the manual, the coil is
shown having a variable resistor connected
in series with it to vary the selectivity.

Tips on IF alignment
(this assumes the use of a Wobbulator)
See pictures of a successful alignment.

There is no point in doing a detailed
alignment unless the chassis has been in
the warm and dry for some months first.
The coils are wax covered and the farmers
are a hardwood. possibly beech. Moisture
content is likely to affect the result.
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Secondly, measure the bandwidth
switch for reliable continuity.

Start with a peak alignment on nanow
band using a signal generator and an
output meter (as per the Service Data).

Connect the Wobbulator to V5 grid, via
an .01 mF  capacitor, using a screened
lead and short connections, and measure
the response of IFT 3 at the takeoff
point (junction of R29 and R13).

For a cleaner waveform stop the
oscillator by taking off V3 grid cap.

Centre the oscilloscope display at
465 kHz. I used a frequency counter
and signal generator to give an accurate
‘marker' by injecting into V2 grid.

Keep the level from the Wobbulator
into V5 low else the AVG will ‘shut down'
V2 and it will be hard to get a signal
through. Once the display is centred
then remove the marker signal.

Touch up IFI’ 3 trimmers to give a smooth
curve (typically 13-14 kHz wide at half height).
only a tiny ‘tweak’ should be needed.

Connect the Wobbulator to V2 grid,
with the level set to where the AVG is just
omrating. and look at the narrow and wide
band waveforms for the whole strip. A good
indication is that they both look and sound
masonable (radio temporarily put back to
receive signals). Hopefully the wide band will
be a rounded curve with a little distortion
but twice as wide as the narrow band.

Tweak IFT 1 primary trimmer to improve
the wide band. Just make a tiny adjustment
and see if it makes an improvement.

Do the same with IFT 2 primary and
secondary trimmers. Keep switching
to narrow band and checking that the
waveform is not going too wrong here

Repeat lFl’1 primary and try lFl' 1
secondary as well. This normally
affects gain more than shape.

Repeat for IFT 2 and by now it should be
pretty much there. Try moving each trimmer
in turn, away from the ideal position, to make
sure that the waveforms have not been
obtained sitting on an unstable 'cliff edge'.

Note: Good waveforms should be found
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with only minor loss in gain. When switching
between narrow and wide band the waveform
centre frequency should remain close to 465
kHz. Typical error is 2 to 3 kHz. The waveform
shapes should remain good and reasonably
the same for small to big signal inputs.

The capacitance change when
'tweaking' the trimmers is small and from
measurements I estimate that it is possibly
no more than + or — 5 pF for a total
trimmer capacitance of around 80 pF.

The alignment result can be checked from
cold and after leaving the radio on for several
hours over many days. I found the waveforms
to be identical within a few minutes and after
many hours. Whilst I was making all this effort
I took the chassis out of the Marconi 561 and
checked it as well, alignment had drifted off
a little but it was easily tweaked up again.

Expect to do a realignment if any of
the 'strip‘ valves are changed. Trying
others, grabbed at random. V5 made
the most difference. V4 not much and
V2 in between but this might just have
been a lucky choice of valves

What to do if you can't get
a satisfactory result
This can happen with transformers whose
coil resistance values are much the same
as others that work fine. Assuming that the
position of the coils looks original. and that
they were not loose on the former, then
maybe they were not correctly positioned in
the first place. It is only possible to speculate
how the tertiary coils were set up, I doubt
they were done by an electronic method
but just mechanically positioned in a jig.

But understanding the operation makes
finding a fix a possibility. Disconnect each

Above: You can get an incredible shine using Mohawk.
wire, for the secondary tertiary coils of IFT 1
and 2 ,  at the bandwidth switch. Assuming
the chassis is correctly wired these will be
the ones at the left viewed from the front.
The operation of the centre tertiary coils
acting alone can now be seen. In the wide
band switch position the coil is open and by
‘dabbing on' (earthing) each secondary tertiary
wire the affect of that coil can be seen. That
for lFl' 2 will be the greatest as ll-‘l' 1
secondary is shunted by 150K. Hopefully
it will be the case that these secondary
tertiarles are having too much effect (possibly
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being mounted too close to the secondary).
Adding series resistors fitted temporarily
at the switch can reduce this. (2K2 for [FT
1 and 4K7 for lFT 2 on a sample of one). It
may be that when the broad band waveform
is acceptable that for the narrow band is
too narrow. Low value resistors (220 Ohms
on the same example) can broaden this
connected in series with the centre tertiary
coils (at the other side of the switch).

When the values have been established.
by trial and error. it is heater to mount
the resistors under the chassis. using



1/4W miniature types, with very short
leads, on the pins of the lFl"s.

See pictures of the final result, for the
one example, with bandwidths of 5.6 kHz
and 10.4 kHz. Here both waveform centres
are slightly off from 465 kHz but still within
2-3 kHz. The result was stable (as good
as the other two chassis) and sounded
correct on a variety of programmes.

RF Alignment
This was straight forward and
as per the Service Data

Funnies
(mostly academic but worth recording)
The 561, a very early radio from 1986 with
a serial number of 176, has the choke CK4
on the output chassis and wired across the
speaker output. In such a low impedance
position a 6H choke was not going to do
much. Accordingly on later radios it’s been
moved to the main chassis and connected
across the bass control, to limit bass, but
is only in circuit on SW2 and SW3. A quick
modification was done by having it share
mountings with a pair of tag strips in an
already highly congested area. For easier
restoration and by just drilling one extra hole
(one spare exists) I moved it to the rear of
the chassis where there is plenty of room.

Only on the early 561 chassis is a 0.1
mF mica capacitor, a completely original
component, connected from S4 tag 9
to SS tag 7. It would only have an effect
on SW1, when using a balanced aerial
input (“Static-free Aerial Model 72")
seemingly bypassing the RF stage.
Capacitor C72 is shown on the Service Manual
layout sheet but does not exist elsewhere.
Resistor R6 could not be found. In the Service
Manual and the Broadcaster information
it only appears on the Spare Parts List.
Capacitor 061 is not shown on the
Broadcaster sheet spares list. It is
decoupling L14 used on SW3.

Waveband Switch
For those unaccustomed to reading EMI
Circuit diagrams the way the switches
are drawn at first sight looks confusing.
It’s actually clever, as are the switches
themselves. Looking at the diagram then the
boxes, from the top to the bottom, represent
the switch positions: Gram, LW, MW, SW1,
SW2, SW3. Where a box has a black fill then
that wiper is connected to that contact. An
easy example is the aerial input to $5.

The switches are of good quality, having
strong front mounted leaves, with wiper
rings on the rear face and ‘pip’ contacts that
complete the circuit between the two. But it’s
cleverer than that as there are other leaf type
wipers on the front side that short contacts
(coil windings) to ground or short pairs of
contacts that bridge the one connecting
to the wiper on the other side. These are
shown on the circuit diagram below the
main poles used for through connections

Some wafers are easy to understand:
take SW5 which, is a two-pole switch
(two wipers on the rear), on a wafer able
to take 12 contacts, on a mechanism
with 6 positions. Simple arithmetic

makes this one not hard to visualise.
However, others have more poles and

up to 6 wipers which, for a two—position
switch would work out nicely with the 12
contact positions. Of course it’s a 6 position
switch so some wipers must encroach
into adjacent contacts areas so thought
must have gone into making sure that this
didn’t cause problems. Those engineers,
all those years ago, knew their stuff.

The 650 switch is a long switch with the
Indexing mechanism some way in front of
the first wafer. Excessive contact cleaning of
the switch may be counter-productive as the
increased wafer friction decreases snap from
the indexing. The result of this is that wipers
don't always align so well and may align
better in one direction than the other. I used
to think that "Switch Cleaner” was different
to "Contact Cleaner”, by having a lubricant,
but I tried spraying both onto a clean sheet
of paper. Both dried completely free from
residue and seem to be identical. Did the
manufacturers lubricate the switch wafers?
To me it seems likely. The theory about
lubricating a switch is that it’s soon rubbed
off of the high parts of the contacts, that
actually make the connection, but left in the
‘valleys’ (at the microscopic level) and around
the moving rotors to minimise friction. There
are recommendations that switch cleaner is
only applied sparingly with a cocktail stick, or
the like, and maybe this is the reason. Others
recommend WD40 that does have a lubricant.

Cabinet
For me the cabinet needed much more than
touch up. It had a splintered rear corner,
with missing veneer, a cigarette burn on
top, missing black inlay and dozens of
scratches, with some deep into the veneer.

The cabinet had obviously been dropped
on the rear corner and this had loosened
up the joint between the side and the
bottom. Also, the ply along the top had
delaminated for about an inch in depth.
So the first thing was to clean these areas,
using folds of sandpaper and an aerosol
air supply, before applying thinned white
F’VA glue and clamping, see picure.

To remove the old finish I used a mix
(75% to 25%) of standard cellulose
and anti-chill thinners and wire wool.
This was done outdoors, up—wind and
with appropriate mask and gloves.

For dents and gouges away from the edges,
I used a technique told to me by an artist.
Firstly they were given a rub of stain, close to
the desired finish colour, before laboriously
filling with Mohawk cellulose lacquer. This
was done with each surface horizontal using
a small brush from lacquer sprayed into a
lid. When the spots were really hard (I leave
the cabinet for a couple of weeks at least),
they were sanded level. When the cabinet is
lacquered then the surface of the dull spots
must re-fiow and become to me invisible.

For wounds right on the cabinet edge
men car body filler has great adhesion.
Of course it’s the wrong colour and later
would need to be coloured in with thinned
model paints and sealed with shellac.

Repair of the broken comer was made
using car body filler before cutting in
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a new piece of veneer. A veneer strip,
that had been stained black, was used
to replace the piece of missing inlay.

The next step was grain filling with
tinted and thinned filler. This was done
three times to try to make sure that
every nook and cranny was filled. Next
day the cabinet was sanded smooth.

I no longer use (or only if nothing else
will work) dye toner aerosols (Mohawk
“Classic" range) preferring a diluted mix
of white spirit-based stains. Obliteration
toner ("Tone" toner by Mohawk) is still
my favourite for feet and other trim.

Refinishing was conventional using Mohawk
cellulose lacquer, sandwiching a new HMV
transfer between coats, before ‘rubbing out‘.

My aim was a high gloss and very smooth
finish so a lot of lacquer was going to be
removed, between coats and final wet
sanding. Enough is needed so that there
is no danger of going through anywhere.

How much lacquer can you put on? An
e-mail to Mohawk gave this reply “...our
recommended maximum thickness, before
stability becomes an issue, using spray gun
lacquer, is four thousandths of an inch. But
as the lacquer in cans has less solids that
thickness is unlikely to be reached with those”.

In tests done by me (acrylic sheet
and a micrometer) ten generous coats
equals three thousandths of an inch.

Once the cabinet was smooth from the
sanding then final polish was achieved
by using finer lubricants such as pumice
and rottenstone but even metal polish
will work. It’s best to use very soft cloth
wrapped around a flat block for this.

With experience you can get a super
finish with Mohawk lacquer (see pictures).

The Loudspeaker grille
This was laboriously scrubbed clean with an
old toothbrush in a thinner mix. When dry
another brush and Solvol Autosol chrome
polish were used before a final clean in
thinners. It needed to be "Antique Bronze”,
according to the Service Manual, and
several Mohawk dye toners of the brown
and golden variety were tried. All came out
too brown, or with uneven shading or with
a speckled look. Eventually I tried Amber,
that is more copper than bronze, and of
course it came out with a near perfect
finish. For the time being this would have
to do, a few days later I over-sprayed
it with the semi-gloss clear lacquer.

EMI Output Tiansformers
This applies to the Marconi 561 and the HMV
650. It is not shown on any circuit diagram
(EMI or Broadcaster Sheet) but the output
transformer has a centre tap. This can be
seen on a radio chassis as two wires, from
the transformer, passing through a grommet,
joined and sleeved over. The output, to one
loudspeaker, is taken from the ends of the
winding. Now on radiogram or chair-side
versions of this radio the output to two
loudspeakers in parallel is taken from one
end of the winding and the tap. The wires are
sleeved over as before but have an output
wire. The unused end of the winding is taken
through the grommet and is sleeved over.

article continued on page 41
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Getting the most from The AVO VCM163 Valve tester
8y R.J.Grant

The VCM163 was the last and probably the most useful of a long line of AVG valve testers. It quickly
and simultaneously checks the emission and gm of the valve on test and displays the results on two
moving coil meters.

Over the years l have had cause to use several of these VCM163 valve testers at different places
of employment and found the gm section on all of them to be unserviceable. The valves under test
indicated a useful emission and the lack of a gm reading not investigated, | just put it down to the
probability of the meter being o/c. If the emission of the valve was ok then probably the valve was and a
lot of the earlier valve testers l have used didn't have this feature. It wasn’t until I acquired one of these
testers myself. also suffering from a lack of a gm reading that I looked into the problem.

Failures in valve testers are usually confined
to  power supply electrolytic capacitors
drying out causing the meters to rattle at
SOC/s, or mechanical failures of the switches
or sockets. all quite easily remedied without
the aid of a circuit diagram and similar
parts reasonably easy to find. The big
problem is if one of the meters or mains
transformers goes open circuit. obtaining
a replacement or  a rewind can prove very
difficult. Suspecting the meter may be

open circuit in my case. it  was the first
thing I checked, fortunately this proved
ok. so with that and the very handy full
circuit diagram in the manual means I
was in with a chance of easily fixing it.

The grn circuit consists of a 15kc/s
oscillator on its own printed circuit board
with a stabilised output of 200l. This
is AC coupled to the grid of the valve
under test via a transformer T1 mounted
on  this oscillator printed circuit board. A

18

tuned transformer in the anode circuit.
also called T1 picks up this 15kc/s signal
which is amplified. rectified and the output
displayed on the gm meter. indicating
the amplification factor of the valve. The
amplifier also has its own dedicated
PCB with an on—board regulated 12v
power supply. This 12v regulated supply
is  fed from the 20v tapping of the mains
transformer T1. that supplies the Anode
and Screen voltages to the valve under test.



this 12v regulated supply also supplies the
oscillator. Just to remove the confusion.
there are no less than three T1 '5 in the
circuit diagram, 1. the mains transformer
that supplies the anode and screen
voltages, 2. the output transformer on the
oscillator circuit PCB and 3. the tuned input
filter transformer on the amplifier PCB.

The oscillator and the amplifier both
consist of a three transistor circuit and three
of the six transistors in my case were found
to be defective. These were replaced with
equivalent types and the gm test function
returned. The gm test was recalibrated as
per the instructions in the manual, it wasn't
far out as both the amplifier and oscillator

Adaplor box Allllfill .I'l airli-

The escalator and amplifier PCB cluster

circuits are well compensated for drift.
After purchasing a large box of various
valves, I sorted them into types and ran a
production line style of test on them. One
of them flashed over when HT was applied
and blew up a couple of the transistors in
the gm circuits. Duly repaired the same
thing happened again a few months later
when another batch of valves were tested.

This tester has an overload cut-out
circuit removing the power to transformer
T1 on detecting a short circuit in the valve
under test. This is achieved by a relay
in the return of the secondary winding
of T1 (supplying the HT voltages for the
anode and screen circuits). once activated

this relay is latched on by a secondary
supply from T2. the LT transformer
supplying the heater circuit. The relay
also illuminates the blue “Overload"
indicator light on the front panel. This
cut-out circuit should avoid catastrophic
damage to the valve tester under short
circuit conditions, but unfortunately the
relay doesn't appear to be fast enough to
avoid damage to the transistor circuits.
The fast high energy anode or screen
voltage pulse of a flash-over easily pops
a low voltage junction transistor.

A more permanent solution to this
problem was required as I didn’t want to
spend a lot of time continually fixing my

The Works: oscnllator and amp far left
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Circuit diagram: AVO Valve Characteristic Meter Type VCM163



valve tester. I looked up the spec of some
of the transistors I had in stock for some
that could better handle these flash-overs.
I found some with a collector voltage of
300v, these were the BF 337 or BF 258
originally used in TV CRT driver circuits and
better able to withstand the occasional flash
over. With gain and current characteristics
better than the transistors originally fitted
and easily obtainable with many other
equivalents this type of transistor is an
ideal choice. These transistors were fitted
in all six positions of the oscillator and
amplifier circuits and calibrated to the
spec in the manual with no problems. They
have survived many sessions of bulk valve
testing with many valves suffering internal
flashovers and they are still going strong.

The VCM 163. being one of the last of

15d Filter. 3
@ Amplifier. 12v

Rectifier

the valve testers and built in the 1960's.
doesn‘t include sockets for the Pre-WW2
valves, B4. BS. B7. 89. and Ct8. etc or any
of the American Pre-war UX series valves.
This required an adaptor Box, I already
had a make-shift adaptor built for a valve
tester I had previously owned but decided
to make a better job of a new one. I used
a plastic project box from Maplins, 19cm
x 11cm x 5.50m big enough for eight of
the 1930‘s sized valve sockets on each
side. I made one side European and the
other American and the box flips over to
suit the valves under test. I painted the pin
orientation marks on the valve holders with
a small dot of red paint. making them more
easily seen as some of them were quite
obscure. especially the UX types with two
larger pins not very easily determined on

n Valve
m Under Test

' _ PM Select

‘Volume
select" P l “  selectorQ m swam. Switch Bank

. ‘  may
12 &
LT

_)  Heater volts select
Mains H
Volts
m m Set Grid volts

I i LAAAJ 9 ‘  _

15 Kc/s
A Oscfllator and 12" =

’b Power Supply

VCM163 Block Diagram

The side box titted.
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the valve holders. The box is connected to
the valve tester via a short piece of decade
cable with a 89A plug on the end. this is
plugged into the SSA valve socket on the
main test socket panel. This worked ok
but I found that the whole thing with the
adaptor box perched on top. the torque in
its connecting wire making it roll around,
the reference and equivalence books
continually being mislaid, made it awkward
to use and needed tidying. The answer
was to make it more self contained so i
added a few extras to make the whole thing
more manageable. First, I made a draw
from folded aluminium sheet that fitted in
the space underneath to accommodate
the switch and voltage setting data book.
This draw slides into a pair of aluminium
angle runners that are held in place by

Side box fixing using original SidL’: pane l  screws and
draw rail fixing bolt through side panel loot fillet

article continued on page 41
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In September 1957. F G Player's front cover “One Valve Radio‘ TRF receiver. designed
‘ior short, medium and long waves‘, The ‘artist‘s impression' of the chassis looks rather
crude and doesn't show the HL2 valve. plug-in coil. tuning capacitor and dial very well.

We are all familiar with the ‘malnstream'
radio magazines of the 19403. 1950s and
1960s. such as Practical Wireless, Short
Wave Magazine, Radio Constructor. Vifireless
World and so on. which shaped the hobby
of building radios through a period of great
popularity. In fact so popular was the hobby
and so great the demand for practical
designs that there was a 'fringe' industry of
publications whose editors thought it good
business to include radio topics in their
magazines. One such magazine was Hobbies
Weekly, which in fact is still in business (as
a mail order and intemet shop. see: www.
alwayshobbies.com),
having started publication way back in 1895.
Old copies of this magazine can still be
found on eBay. mainly covering the period
of the late-19405 to the mid-1960s, though
on rare occasions 19303 copies come up
for sale. This is where I recently bought a
selection. mostly with radio connections. and
was fascinated by this source of material.

My apologies if I show rather more here
than just references to the hobby of radio.
I also want to put our activities into the
context of hobbies in general in the period.
and hopefully you'll find as much fun in
reminiscing about the ‘good old days' as I did.

Ainhors' Identities
Many articles were published anonymously.
which at certain times seems to have been
editorial policy when no authors at all were
credited. At other times articles were attributed
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to the designers and writers of the time who
were also producing work for the 'malnstream'
radio magazines. One such writer was Frank
G Rayer. who became G$OGR in July 1960,
and whom I wrote about a couple of years
ago (see Practical Vifireless. December 2007).
At the time I expressed incredulity at a claim
made in Modern Fiction—Writing Technique
(written by FGR himself. and published
by Bond Street Publishers Ltd in 1960):
introducing FGR. the foreword of the book
says 'Author of 1.000 published stories and
articles in British and overseas periodicals and
magazines‘. Having seen some of his articles
in Hobbies Weekly. and other magazines
since I researched the 2007 article. i can now
believe that the number of 1.000 could well
have been true. He also had a habit of writing
under pseudonyms. sometimes because it
was editorial policy of the magazines in which
he was being published to avoid obviously
publishing more than one article by a given
contributor in a single issue. He may well have
also used pseudonyms in Hobbies Weekly.
though there's probably no way to tell now.

Value for Money
During the 19503 the magazine retailed
at between 3d and 5d, which was fairly
consistently worth about 35p-ish in today’s
money (based on a Retail Price index
analysis). so it wasn’t expensive by any
means. For that price you typically got a
total of 16 pages. of which two were usually
adverts, so it was always a slim volume.

All We  maid be add“! to he Editor. HOME! Weekly. Dam. Norfolk

For  .‘Hodellers, F re tworke rs
and  Home Craftsmen

Front cover photograph of F G Rayer's 'Ponable Wireless tor Headphone
Reception' in the February 9th 1955 issue. The set was neatly built into
a wooden case containing a frame aerial. headphones and batteries.

On regular occasions ‘blueprints' (black on
white paper. and not the true blueprints we
saw in older radio magazines) were inserted.
typically a woodworking project. giving more
value for money for that particular edition.
I'm sitting here looking at the blueprint for
a ‘Musical Toilet Roll Holder'. so maybe my
last statement isn't completely true. In the
mid-1950s Practical Wireless cost about 1/3d.
so it was considerably more expensive. Of
course you got many more pages for your
money. and many more constructional radio
articles. compared to the single one you
typically got in an issue of Hobbies Weekly.

Basic Radio Dedgns
The range of radios covered was extensive. all
the way from simple crystal sets to multi-vaive
superhets of considerable complexity. In 1952
for example. we have ‘You Can make This
Dual-Wave Crystal Set'. by an unspecified
author. The coil was wound on a 1V2” former
and tapped for two-band operation. Initially I
was looking for the part number of the diode
shown on the schematic. but the text gives
details of how to adjust the crystal plunger
to various positions to find a sensitive spot,
so the design is intended for classic 'tickling
the crystal' operation. The article brought the
prospect that ‘It is proposed. at a later date.
to give instructions for making an amplifier, so
that a loudspeaker can be operated'. Other
crystal sets were described. and even as late
as 1964 ‘Radio Mech' described a 'Crystal
Radio and Tuner’. this time making use of a
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A simple starter project for the beginner: the 1952 'Dual-Wave Crystal Set'. by an Mr Fraser's 1959 'Make this Handy Battery Portable' article.
unspecified author. The crystal detector's mounting fits into the front panel. using the 1R5, 1T4. 185 and 384 valve line-up.

crystal diode. The author wrote ‘an extremely either on ready-made formers or home-made were also given. The use of ready-aligned
cheap surplus diode is not recommended. ones using tubing and old valve bases. IF transformers was advised. available ‘for
as it may not give very good volume. A only a shilling extra'. or the author wrote ‘the
new crystal diode, of proper efficiency. Let's Ti'y Tine or More Valves local wireless shop or service man will align
is quite inexpensive and worth using'. Rubbing shoulders with garden frame your set for a very small fee'. The following

As one step up from a crystal set. again construction and 'An Easily Made Egg week's issue contained step-by-step wiring
in 1952, ‘Make a Short Wave 1-Valver', by Rack’. radio designs progressed onward instructions for the radio, which was fairly
F G Rayer was described. The regenerative and upward in 1954 with “Constructing unusual: because of the shortage of pages
detector valve was the HL2 directly a 876 2-Valver’. again by F G Rayer. By in Hobbies Weekly it was not the norm for
heated triode. Ready-wound coils were now the valves were more modern 0e radio projects to have detailed building
recommended. though the author gave post-war), with the 185 (DAF91) regenerative and wiring described. i can only guess
winding details for 19-40m and 13-25m detector and 184 (DL91) AF output valve. that this article was made an exception
coils. wound on plug-in formers similar to originally designed for portables. being because of the complexity of the design,
Eddystone formers supplied by Stratton employed. This is the only article in this and the potential for things to go wrong.
and Co. In the same issue we get 'Fully edition with a named author, so it looks like
detailed instructions for Making a Sure-shot FGR insisted on his name being used. Portables
Catapult’. I'm not sure such a topic would FGR clearly saw the potential for portable Later that year FGR wrote ‘Making a Novel
be tackled in a ‘hobby' publication today. use of this TRF regenerative detector D/F Portable'. In fact this design was a

A few years later in April 1957. F G Rayer plus audio amplifier line-up and almost fairly standard regenerative detector / audio
dominated the cover, with his neat 'One Valve exactly a year later he described ‘Detailed amplifier TRF using 2Volt directly-heated
Radio“. designed ‘for short. medium and long Instructions for making a Portable Wireless triodes, and driving headphones. The
waves'. Rather cheekily. the circuit was almost for Headphone Reception'. Using the same attractiveness of these old valves was that they
identical to the 1952 design. again using the 185 and 184 line-up he described the set were readily available and cheap. The novel
HL2 valve in a TRF circuit. though to be fair neatly built into a wooden case containing feature of the design seems to be the use of a
such a 1-valver circuit was very standard and a frame aerial. headphones and batteries. frame aerial mounted on top of the case of the
there wasn't much else you could do with The cover shows a photograph of the receiver. which gives better sensitivity because
such a valve. A coll winding table for various receiver. rather than an artist's sketch. it was clear of the set's internal batteries.
bands was included which I suppose was Progressing to more valves. in 1955 the Mr Fraser was not averse to recycling
a step fonrvard from the previous article. magazine published 'Easy-to-Construct his designs. In 1959 he produced ‘Make

In 1961 the subject of the beginner’s Four-Valve Superhet' for MW and LW by A this Handy Battery Portable' again using the
TRF 1-valver was tackled again by ‘Radio Fraser. The set used a standard ‘portable' 1R5, 1T4. 185 and 384 valve line-up. and
Mech'. The valve was a little more up to valve line-up of 1R5, 1T4. 185 and 384. and of course the same battery requirements
date,suggestlngabattery—type1840rits ofcourseranofOVHTand1.5VLT.Wearite of90Vl-l'l21.5VLT.TobefaironMrFraser.
equivalents. the CV884. DAF91, 1FD9 or coils were specificied. though for those who the coils had changed to Osmor (for MW
201 7. Again plug-in coils were described, wanted to ‘roll their own' winding details only) and the set was built Into a neat case.
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THE MAGAZINE FOR MODELLERS, wears:
HANDYMEN AND HOME CRAFTSMEN '

The August 1952 anonymous 'Make Your Own Car Radio‘. a MW-only 4-valve
plus rectifier (6K8, 6K7. 607, 6V6 and 6X6) superhet with AVC. including a
vibrator and transformer arrangement to give the 250V or so HT voltage.

not dissimilar to those being produced by
Marooniphone, Ever Ready and numerous
other British manufacturers at the time.

i don't want to give the impression that
following the magazine over the years
gave a chronological progression from
crystal set to multi-valve superhet. Many
radio-based articles of varying complexity
were published in almost random order
over the years. so there was always
something being published suitable for the
range of skills from beginner to expert.

Car Radio Projects
The tricky subject of radio reception in cars
was tackled from time to time. As early as
1949 ‘A 3-Valve Car Radio Set' appeared.
This was a TFlF design with regenerative
detector (using the good old Osram HL2),
audio amplifier (an HL2 again) transformer-
coupled to the audio output stage (a Cossor
220HPT). These directly-heated cathode
valves needed HT (about 120V). two grid
bias voltages and of course LT at 2V for
the heaters. so I suppose a set of batteries
had to be accommodated somewhere in
the car. All authors were anonymous in this
issue, so we’ll never know who designed
this project. The author says 'used in a
vehicle, it has been found to give satisfactory
speaker results. and should provide at least
two or three programmes in most parts of
the country'. I presume this was sufficient
at the time to justify the effort needed.

A few years later the subject was tackled
again with 'Make Your Own Car Radio' and
again no author was mentioned. This was
an ambitious MW-only 4-valve plus motilier

(6K8. 6K7. 607. 6V6 and 6X6) superhet with
AVC, Including a vibrator and transformer
arrangement to give the 250V or so HT
voltage. In this respect the design was similar
to the sets that gradually became more
popular in cars as the 1950s were on. The
valve heaters could be wired for 6V or 12V.
depending on the car’s battery voltage. The
text. schematic. chassis layout and wiring
details were crammed into just over two pages
of the magazine, including details of how to
adapt the receiver for use from the AC mains!
Because of the lack of space. no components
list was given and so the constructor would
have had to derive this  from the schematic,
and work out himself the power rating of
resistors and voltage rating of the capacitors.

Making Radio Components
It wasn’t just complete radio designs that were
covered in the magazine. The construction
of various components was also addressed.
For example, in 1955. 'Making Radio
Transformers', again by FGR. appeared (see
Figure 6), which covered audio inter-valve,
output and microphone transformers.
This included designing the transformer.
assembling the core, winding the cells (with
some suggested primary windings of up
to 9.000 turns of very thin wire. so quite a
challenge in itself) and so on. How many
constructors actually attempted to wind
so many turns is unknown. but I suspect
the success rate was small. Winding RF
and mains transformers was also covered
from time to time. Interestingly. whenever
issues covering transformers come up for
sale on eBay, they command a high price
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‘Making Radio Transformers‘. by Frank Rayer. from the 29th June 1955 issue.

so there are several people out there who
find the subject interesting and are willing
to listen to what history can teach them.

Also in 1955. ‘Making Variable
Condensers’ by A Fraser appeared. All
details of cutting and drilling the plates
and frame and assembly were included.
I suppose many radio constructors
had reasonable workshops in which
they used to manufacture the chassis
for their projects and so the tools and
skills for making capacitor plates and
frames were already available.

Slow-motion drives and tuning dials were
also tackled. In 1954 a slide-rule type dial
was described, which could be adapted for
any dial length. The author wrote ‘why waste
money when one can make an excellent one
at home at negligible cost? The tuning dial
described here will only cost a few pence ...'.

Mains Eliminators
During the 19505 the construction of HT/
LT battery eliminators was popular as a way
of doing away with HT and LT batteries for
portable radios. FGR had 'How to Construct
an Eliminator' published. This was what
we call today an 'AC/DC' arrangement in
that it didn't use a mains transformer, but
rectified the mains directly, using a UX6-base
25Y5 rectifier-doubler valve. Because there
was no transformer to produce the 25V at
300mA for the rectifier's heater, a mains
dmpper resistor was incorporated. 4uF and
BuF condensers were used to smooth the
rectified mains. and a series resistor gave
the HT voltage needed by the radio being
powered. Note that only the HT batteries for
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A Pocket Transistor" with a regenerative detector 0044 (or the
NKT152 Newmarket equivalent) and an OC71 (NKT252) audio
amplifier. driving headphones. Published 3rd June 1964.
the radio were eliminated. there was still a
need for an LT accumulator. I suppose this
made sense because the LT battery could
still be re-charged, presumably at minimum
cost. and hence the cost of replacement
non-rechargeable HT batteries was saved.

In 1954 DC mains were clearly still around
in many areas because the magazine
published ‘Making a DC Battery Eliminator’.
The basic design had no mains rectifier. but
was simply a capacitor/choke arrangement
to smooth the ripply and fluctuating
DC mains ‘which would be heard in the
receiver as hum or noise'. A couple of
dropper resistors then dropped the mains
DC voltage down to those (maybe 120V
and 60V) needed by the radio. The circuit
could be enhanced by adding a metal
rectifier to operate from AC mains. Again.
only the HT supply was being generated.

In 1955 FGR again tackled the subject,
this time incorporating a mains transformer.
thereby making the arrangement rather
safer. Again a metal rectifier as used. Useful
advice was given on the value of the series
resistor to generate the correct HT voltage
for typical 1-. 2-, 3- and 4—valve receivers.

On a similar subject 1964 saw a 'Charger
and DC Supply' by ‘Modeller' which
generated about 16-18V DC from the mains.
suitable for charging ‘motor cycle. car or
other vehicle batteries'. or for using as a
general purpose DC supply for driving model
motors. for example in trains. The circuit was
not recommended for supplying transistor
circuits, presumably because the regulation
was very poor. relying as It did on the user
adjusting a series wire-wound resistance.
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Hvco SHORT-WAVE EQUIPMENT
Suppliers for over 18 years of Radio $.W. Receivers of quality.

One Valve Kit. Price 25/»
Improved desi he with Denco co'ls. All kit: complete with all components.
accessories en full instructions.
aeration receiver. or send stamped addressed envelope ior descriptive

0 “g.[Lee Short Wave Products,
11 O ld  Bond Street.  London,  W.

STOP SMOKING 3”“

Two Valve Kit. Price 50/-
i'ore ordering. cell and inspect a demon.

‘(DePt- 
22-)

pleasant. permanent. 1'
only scientific way. No  Wi l l  Power necessary. "Conquered the habit in

—F.C. "Within 2 days I was free from the tobacco
as a smoker for 2 years and broke the habit in 2 days".—

F.N. " I  haven't smoked a cigarette for 5 weeks".—.I.E. " I  used ,to smoke ,
. now I have no desire to smoke".—J.M. Recommended by

"Health and Efficiency Magazine". Complete course 6 6. Detail: 1“. stamp.
Sent under plain seven—STEIIlNGS, 28 (H/101),
N.W.2. Established 1928.

Road. London,

Testing and Test Equipment
Useful test equipment was also featured
In the magazine. For example 'Maklng an
IF Signal Generator‘. by A Fraser, using a
single 184 valve. was covered over two
successive weeks. The generator operated
around 465kc/s, which was of course the IF
commonly In use in most domestic radios.

‘A Signal Tracer' described a blocking
capacitor. passive crystal diode detector
and RC filter arrangement. which was
plugged into the gram socket of a test
receiver. or an audio amplifier via a screened
cable. Working from the aerial towards the
loudspeaker. the probe of the tracer was
systematically attached to the stages of a
faulty receiver until a signal disappeared.
indicating where the faulty stage was.

A complete series on Radio Servicing ran
in the mid-19605. Even today these articles
make Interesting and useful reading. ‘Testing
an AC/DC Circuit' described a typical mains
transformer-less AC/DC power supply and
showed how to trouble-shoot it if a radio
wasn't working and the power supply was
suspect. A previous article had shown how
to carry out similar checks on a battery set.
starting from the HT and LT batteries and
working your way through the faulty set.

Transistors
In the early 19603, when transistors were
becoming more popular. they started to
creep into the odd article in the magazine
though many valve—based radio projects
still appeared. The theory of transistor
operation was covered in 1961. as well as
a few simple. single transistor radios.
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Advert for ‘Hear All Continents“ Short Wave Products short-wave receivers and a
Stop Smoking advert below it. These adverts appeared regularly over many years.

The miniature aspect of transistors
gave us ‘Matchbox Radio', with an 0A81
detector. followed by a single OC71 driving
headphones. and 'A Pocket Transistor’
with a regenerative detector 0044 (or the
NKI’152 Newmarket equivalent) and an
OC71 (NKT252) audio amplifier. again driving
headphones This receiver was self-contained
and used a ferrite rod aerial. Interestingly
the subject of a matchbox radio had been
tackled in the magazine as far back as 1949,
with the use of an ex-radar crystal diode
in the classic crystal set configuration.

Radio Adverts
Adverts for radio products weren't all that '
common. maybe reflecting the view of
potential advertisers that the market wasn't
huge via the magazine. and advertising
budget was better spent in other. dedicated.
radio magazines. One advert that did appear
regularly is shown in Figure 8: Hear All
Continents with HAC.  short-wave receivers.
One-valve kit. price 25/-. Two-valve kit.
price 50/-. These designs used Denco
coils, presumably from the green range.
with regeneration feedback windings.

Another common advert was ‘Make a radio
set! No soldering’ from Blanchard’s Radio.
based in Manchester. The company offered
a range of radios. from four different crystal
sets. and on to one and two valve sets.
ultimately capable of driving a loudspeaker.

On the educational side. EMI Institutes
offered complete experimental courses in
radio engineering and servicing. by what
we would call ‘remote Iearning' today.
Aprectical kitofpartswas supplied.
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THE MAGAZINE FOR MODELLERS,
HANDYMEN AND HOME CRAFTSMEN

The April 28rd 1952 front cover features a ’Grand
Class-A Team Racer’ control line airplane.

enabling the student to team how to
‘design. constmct and service' TFlF and
superfiet radios. TVs and oscilloscopes.

You may have been (un)lucky enough to
be bought 'Britain’s First Rocket Spaceship'.
capable of ‘a romantic ten thousand miles
an hour trip to the moon'. Of course you
would have needed the ‘New Interplanetary
Space Suit' so that you could be ‘the first
Earth Man to Jupiter'. 0 happy days!

Contml Line Flying and Radio Control
These days we are used to seeing radio
controlled model aircraft but before radio
control was practical, flying models tethered
by a control line was popular. I well remember
when I was a boy seeing these models being
‘exercised' on our local open space. flying
endlessly round in circles at a great rate and
controlled up and down by manipulating
the two wire control lines. until the fuel
supply ran out. Speeds up to 70mph were
possible with 2.5cc 'motors' and Hobbies
Weekly occasionally featured articles on
the subject as illustrated on this page.

A huge variety of radio control models
are very easily and cheaply available to us
today. In the 19505 and 1960s this was
not so and many magazines (for example
Practical Wireless. Practical Electronics
and Radio Constructor) regularly published
constructional articles on the subject.
Hobbies Weekly followed suit with the
odd radio control article, culminating in
a long series in  1963-64 covering ‘boats,
aircraft and ground models‘, by FGR of
course, who was a well known expert on
the subject. The series was comprehensive.
not just describing the electronics needed
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F G Rayer is shown operating his amateur station in part 7 o l  the ‘Amateur
Short Wave Radio' in the 16th December 1964 issue. The series was
written by the anonymous 'Radio Amateur'. but I suspect the writer
and the amateur shown in the photo were the same person.

boy:
A romantic can thou-
nnd  miles an hour  trip
tothoMoon.Adventurl
galore for brave you
pioneers to ma
through space and In
first on the Moon.
Attractive coloured
wind,  rain, and element
ruis:ingmucrial.5llvcr
t ipped;  .W l t h  Aerial.
Large enough for (our
homzhoScientiuMlot.

lodlo operator and 1 aw. Stands indoor: or
out-doors. 29/11. pose arr. 1/6.

1 THE NEW INTEHPLANETARY
S P A C E S U I 'I’

. 3;.0nly 12/”  $3} l /6
-73e an lnurplanecary Commando

"‘ cor. Wear this metallic blue
Space Sui t  and pressure helmet. 30‘
th- flrs: Earth Hui to lupiur. Can
also be worn overoutdoor clothing.
guaranteed waterproof. For boys
aged 4 to 11. Waistod and adjust-

: able. visor on helmet. Lightn ing
‘- fluhes on breast al. Sure age for

sin. I 2 / l l .  post etc. Us. Ms S, TERMS.

tIltAnoumnEn It @Eiimt SUPPLIES LTD
Dept. NOW . "6/1”. Coldh rbonl lane.

umber/rut Junction, Duncan, $3.5.
Open all Saturday 1 jun. Wednesday.

The advert for ‘Britain's First Rocket ‘Spaceship‘.
capable of 'a romantic ten thousand miles an hour
trip to  the moon'. and the ‘New Interplanetary
Space Suit' to wear inside the spaceship.

(mainly still valve-based transmitters and
receivers, but also introducing a few 'crystal
diodes' and 0071/72 type transistors) but
also the actuators. escapements. motors,
gears. serials and batteries necessary
for making a complete system.
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Various Hobbies
The hobbies covered were wide and
wondrous. Here's a small selection of the
more ‘off the wall' projects that appeared
over the years: 'Keeping Mice as a Hobby';
'Father Christmas Money Box’: ‘A Box for
Collars'; ‘A Theatrical Mirror’; ‘Undenivater
Vortex Flings'; ‘Winter Care of Watches';
'Why Not Try Typewriter Pictures?’;
'Chinese Jumping Frogs'; ‘Wnegar as
a Home Help’; ‘A Holiday with Bicycle
and Tent' and ‘Cycle Lamp Maintenance’
to keep the cyclists happy: and how
about 'A Brooch from a Toothbrush"?

In one edition the project of 'A Sleeve
ironing Board' appeared. The author noted
‘this addition to the ordinary ironing table
is a straightfomard job for the young
fretworker. It is sure to make a pleasant
gift for mother'. Yes. probably safe as a
gift for mother. but maybe not for a wife.

Smoking
During much of the life of the magazine
smoking was an acceptable habit and
smoking-related projects often appeared.
Many designs for cigarette boxes were
published: how about a ‘Big Ben Musical
Cigarette Box'. covered in a free design
supplement, 'Goth ic  Gateway Cigarette
Box'. ‘Cigarettes of Enchantment' (a
magical trick involving cigarettes and live
birds), or even a ‘Combined Lamp and
Ashtray"? if you wanted to give up the
habit then advice was offered how to do
this in ‘the only scientific way - no will
power necessary' in the advert mentioned
earlier and reproduced on page 25.

I



Photography
Amateur photography was clearly a favourite
pastime for many, and I suppose we benefit
from this today as we look through albums
of old black and white photographs of our
young selves and relatives. The magazine
regularly covered aspects of the subject
for example, ‘Learn About Cameras’
and ‘Meths - the Photographer‘s Friend’
featured in 1952 issues by an anonymous
author. Please don’t ask me to explain why
meths is so useful to photographers.

Our old friend F G Rayer seems to have
been the magazine’s regular ’correepondent’
on all things photographic. Over the ym he
had many articles on the subject published,
including: ‘lf you have an old photographic
Flash-gun, Convert it to Capacitor Flash’;
‘Try Colour Films’; ‘Photographing Models’
(definitely of the wooden and plastic
type);’Understanding Film Speeds'; ‘Try Flash
Photography’; ‘lnforrnation for Photographers:
Your Lens Apertures’; ‘Making a Viewfinder’
and ‘Learn About Cameras’. He was even
able to turn his hand to more general optical
matters with ’A Simple Microscope’.

Chemistry as a Hobby
For those who wanted to experiment with
chemistry a January, 1957 issue gave us
‘Chemistry in the Home: Making Acids’.
Other typical articles on the subject were:
‘Experiments with Lead Nitrate’, ‘How to
Colour Metals’, ‘Some Special Reagents’,
‘Cadmium and its Compounds’, ‘Experiments
in Mercury Compounds’, ‘Electroplating
Unit’ and ‘lnteresting Facts about Water’.
Apart from the last article, | find it difficult
to imagine these subjects being covered
in a magazine today because of the safety
aspects of dealing with these chemicals.
The ‘Chemistry at Home’ series ran for many
years, so it was always a popular subject.

in the same vein, do you remember chemical
flowers and gardens? The ‘planting’ of ‘seeds’
of copper sulphate, iron sulphate, manganese
sulphate and cobalt chloride into a chemical
solution causes ‘odd-shaped shrubs, bushes
and trees to grow'. Using the right chemicals a
coloured Union Jack could even be produced.

The Swinging Sixties
Not even Hobbies Weekly was immune to the
rise of pop music in the 1960s. During this
era the magazine would regularly dedicate
a whole page to featuring a couple of pop
stars or groups in ‘Disc Break’, alongside the
more traditional, and less ‘cool’ traditional
hobbies of stamp collecting, train-spotting and
woodworking. Some of the artistes mentioned
lasted longer than others: the music of The
Swinging Blue Jeans is still heard today,
but what happened to Shirley and Johnny,
the Downliners Sect, or Lee Castle and the
Barons? Round about 1964 it became clear
that The Beatles were exceptional, and going
to last the course, and so several marquetry
‘pop-pics’ of the group were described.

A long series ran entitled ‘Amateur Short
Wave Radio’, by the anonymous ‘Radio
Amateur’ ran in the mid-19605. The series
covered receivers, aerials, activities on the
bands, learning Morse code, reports and QSL
cards, and so on. Though there’s probably

no way of checking this now, I suspect this
was our old friend F G Rayer again. I say
this because of the picture published in the
16th December 1964 issue, showing a radio
amateur operating his station (see page 26).
The well groomed (and wearing a tie of course)
amateur is definitely Frank Rayer himself.

Stamp Collecting
Stamp collecting was a very popular hobby
in the 19505 (and beyond of course). Many
adverts in the magazine refer to free stamps
on offer. l well remember these adverts
myself: when you sent off your 3d stamp,
indeed you did get some free stamps, but
you also received a booklet of higher quality
stamps ‘on approval’, which you had either
to buy or send back. Not having too much
pocket money | always sent the approvals
back, butitwasagoodwaytogetsome
unusual stamps for next to nothing.

Letters
Like any respectable magazine,
correspondence with readers was encouraged
with a ‘Replies to Readers’ section. Some
subjects covered were ‘Denture Cleanser’,
and rather more on theme for this article:
‘Changing DC to AC’ and ‘Auto-Bias’ where
the rwder stated ‘I have converted a T/R9
receiver, and would like to fit automatic bias
to the last two valves. Could you inform me
of the values, and laws to calculate them?
The 3rd valve is 1.5 GB, 4th 4.5 GB.’ A
detailed answer was given by the magazine.

The Handy Boy’s Book
On a similar ‘hobby’ theme, I recently came
across a copy of The Handy Boy’s Book, by
John Barnard, published in 1951. Written in a
similar vein to Hobbies Weekly, it gives useful
advice on the skills needed to make yourself
useful to society, and how to participate
in many pastimes. To quote the preface:
‘Today the handy boy has come into his own.
Whether at work or at play, the lad clever
and smart with his fingers is bound to score.
He can make and mend, or at least advise;
he has at all times the proud consciousness
of being a useful and popular member of
society, and no one is better pleased than
himself to find that he can render useful
service’. Good advice for the youth of today?

Sadly, the Wireless section only contains
general advice on ‘Frrst Principles’ rather
than specific projects. The subjects covered
are too numerous to list: amongst the less
politically correct today (and in fact now
illegal) are: from 'Collecting Birds’ Eggs' I
quote: ‘The nature—loving boy will always
remember that nest-robbing is a very different
thing from egg-collecting blackbirds,
thrushes, rocks and crows usually lay four
or five eggs to the clutch and if in the nests
of these birds we find only a single egg, we
should wait until others have been laid’.

The famous model engineer Henry
Greenly contributes ‘How to Make a
Cardboard or Wooden Model Locornotive’,
‘Model Work in Metal’ and ‘How to Make
a Model Steam Locomotive’. Although
the construction of all parts of the model,
including the boiler, the cylinders and
connecting mechanism, the wheels, frames
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and running gear are described. there is no
mention of the safety aspects of the boiler.

Conclusions
Hopefully you can see that a wide range
of radios were described in the magazine
over the years. Designs ranged from crystal
sets, one-valve regenerative TRFs, then
two- and three-valve TRF3, and ultimately
to four-valve superhets for domestic and
car use. Portable and direction finding
sets were also described and so the art of
radio was pretty well covered. In the 19603
transistors circuits were introduced, though
valve sets continued to be popular. The slim
format of ’me magazine often meant that
few constructional details were given, and
therefore there must have been the assumption
that relatively experienced constructors
were building the more complex projects.

Because of editorial policy for many years
not to publish authors’ identities, and the
use of pseudonyms, it’s difficult to accurately
judge how many different authors regulariy
wrote for the magazine. However on the
occasions when authors were credited, the
prolific designer and writer Frank G Rayer
comes up often. In addition to his radio
articles he also covered many aspects of
photography which was also his keen interest.

The editor occasionally found space to
include the odd cartoon and I couldn’t resist the
temptation to reproduce a radio-related ‘Andy
Diditt’ one below. Do you remember putting a
shilling in the meter to keep the electricity on?

As well as showing us lots of interesting
radio designs of the time, the magazine also
reminds us how seriously we used to take the
concept of ‘hobbies’. The implication was that
we should be pursuing a hobby, or even several
hobbies, in our spare time, rather than just
sitting around and doing not very much. As TV
bemme more popular, the pursuit of hobbies
tailed off and today even the word ‘hobby’
has largely disappeared from use. I think if you
were to suggest to a regular user of Facebcok
or a Vlfii fanatic that they are indulging in a
‘hobby’, they might want to dispute that.

When you see some of the things that the
magazine suggested we should be doing, such
as the chemistry experiments described, you
might wonder how we survived the pursuit
of these ‘traditional’ hobbies. if you get the
chance to browse through a few issues of
Hobbies Weekly, I’m confident you'll enjoy all
the content and not just the radio aspects. For
myself, I’m thinking of taking up breeding mice
in my spare time, and I might make a pull-along
nodding elephant for my grandson Tomi
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‘Andy Diditt' gets a shock when a shllllng ls slotted into
the meter.



The SE1420, IP501 and IP501-A Marine Receivers
by Peter Lankshear

Professional and communications radio receivers are understandably much more
expensive than mass produced domestic radios. They always were. Top shelf
communications receivers often cost as much as a small car. and their complexity,
quality of construction and performance warranted this sort of price.

Above, left: the SE1420: This was the original Hazeltine desrgn. Apart from 6 terminals at the top for connecting long wave coils. the iPSOi was identical. What other one
valve radio would have weighed 55 lbs (25kg)?

Above. right: the lP 501A which combined the iP501 and Two Stage Amplifier in one cabinet. The pointers for the dials were raised or lowered by cams on the switch shafts
above them. The bridged terminals at the top were for connecting to the lP503 Long Wave unit to  extend the tuning range down to 19000 metres (15.75 kHz; a frequency
within audibllity). At the extreme left is the black cover of the buzzer. used for checking crystal sensitivity. The door above the filament voltmeter provided access to the three
type ' 01A  valves.

There was once however a much less
complex radio that cost a lot more. A
one valve receiver. its original design
dating from World War 1 the RCA IP
501. with its associated two valve audio
amplifier. was in 1922 priced at $645
when a contemporary Ford car cost
$290! Furthermore this pair. and the
combination in one cabinet. the RMCA
lP501A could be found still in service at the
beginning of World War ll. by which time
the high performance super-heterodynes
from well known names like National.
Hammarlund. RCA. and Hallicrafters
had been available for some years. The
lP 501 was surely a special receiver.

In the Beginning
At the commencement of World War
One. radio communication had been a
commercial reality for more than a decade.
and it had long been known that for a given
radiated power. the lower the frequency.
the greater the range of transmission.
Technological limitations meant that traffic
was confined to frequencies from 13kHz
to around 1.5 mHz or in the nomenclature
of the time. wavelengths of 23 kilometres
to 200 metres. (from audible to the top
of what is now the MF band). Trans -
oceanic traffic was concentrated in the
lower frequencies whilst shorter range and
shipping used the rest. Receivers were
usually dependent on some sort of diode
detection. often a crystal, and without any
means of amplification. As these receivers
were dependent solely on the energy
intercepted by the aerial, efficient tuning
was essential. requiring large high Q coils.

As was found a decade later in Britain's
early broadcasting days. a simple tuned
circuit and aerial. connected to a diode.
sufficed for the basic crystal set. Whilst
there was only one transmission to be
received. an aerial connected to a tapped
or adjustable coil. a crystal diode and a
pair of headphones could be adequate.
However. with multiple transmissions.
simple receivers were insufficiently
selective. and tuning became more critical.

One method commonly found in
commercial wireless and in amateur
receivers. was the use of two tuned circuits.
one to resonate the aerial. the other the
detector section. with adjustable coupling
between them. This combination was
generally known as a loose coupler. with
coil spacing adjusted by having the second
coil on rails. often driven by rack and pinion.

As Bulletin readers will know. two coupled
tuned circuits, resonant at the same
frequency. have interesting properties. As is
shown in the selectivity curves in figure 1 of
the IP501A instruction manual, when they
are well separated, the coupling factor (K)
is small and have a sharply tuned response
to a single frequency. but as they are
progressively brought closer. K increases
and the response becomes broader until
at the critical coupling point, the gain is
maximum. Still closer coupling results in
less transfer at the tuned frequency. but new
peaks in response either side of resonance
appear and selectivity widens. This was the
basis of the operation of the loose coupler.
(and. later. |.F. transformers) and when used
in  crowded commercial bands there was
a trade off between gain and selectivity. i t
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was. however. possible for a skilled operator
to  make good use of these characteristics.

More Selectivity Needed.
By 1918. with the wartime increase
in traffic and direction finding. there
were demands for even better receiver
performance. and the US .  Navy Steam
Engineering Department commissioned
Professor Louis Hazeltine to design a new
receiver. to be called the SE1420. with
the ability to  operate in the proximity of
high powered arc c.w. transmitters and
with spark transmitters. notorious for
their broad spectrum and rough signal.
This was a demanding requirement and
called for increased selectivity. Professor
Hazeltine realized that with a standard
variable coupler. there were small
residual capacitances between the two
coils, degrading selectivity. Complete
rejection of unwanted signals depended
on the elimination of this capacitance.
The whole of the SE1420 case was
lined with copper. with the aerial tuner
in a separate shielded section. Variable
electromagnetic coupling of the two tuners
used a variometer pickup coil to transfer
the signal, rather than physical coupling.

it is of interest that during his research
on this receiver Hazeltine developed his
Neutrodyne system of neutralizing the grid/
plate capacitance of triode amplifiers.
the best method of stabilizing triode high
frequency amplifiers and with the big
market for T.R.F. broadcast radios about
to arrive. the Hazeltine Corporation was
set to make its fortune in royalties.



Circuit of RCA 501
The section to the right of the shield is the antenna tuner. The small coil is the variometer which provides the coupling to the detector tuning coil in the left side
compartment. The triode detector valve was called an “Audion". a term invented by Lee de Forest. To prevent unwanted resonances. the multiple moving arms
on the switch rotors short out the unused coil sections. The multiple capacitor known as the “telephone condenser” below the Crystal/ Audion changeover
switch tuned the choke in the headphone lead to improve the audibility of the received Morse signal. The buzzer, a common fitting in crystal receivers. was
used to provide a signal to check that the crystal was working. Early versions did not have a grid leak as they were not necessary with the early somewhat
'gassy" valves then in use. The SE1420 had the same circuit but was without the 6 terminals at the top for frequency extending |P503 coll unit.

Above. right: An SE1420 in Operation A ‘Bible' for marine radio officers in the 1920's and later. was George Sterling's “Radio Manual". This photograph from
the 1900 edition features an SE1420. At its right hand and under the clock is a Kennedy two stage amplifier. very similar to the RCA model. The equipment
totherightoftheoperatingdeskistheship‘stransmitter. Whatlooksllkeashelfontl'iefrontofthetransmltterattableheightisthesparkgap.

Valves Accepted
The Navy, with some justification. had
previously considered valves to be too
temperamental. inefficient and fragile
to be used in their receivers. They
favoured crystal diodes. especially
rugged and reliable carborundum.
However they accepted that valves
were now sufficiently reliable to be
used in the SE1420, although they still
wanted provision for a backup crystal.

With regeneration.
also controlled by
a variometer coil.

sensitivity and

was a star performer.

merchant services
in large numbers. as
can be seen in the
photograph of a ship's radio cabin, it
was commonly used with a two stage
audio amplifier. A major manufacturer of
the 851420 was the Wireless Specialty
Company . who in 1921 became one
of the principals of RCA. the newly
fledged product of a U.S. Government
sponsored takeover of American Marconi.

Wireless Specialty made some minor
modifications to the SE1420, extending
the frequency coverage by adding slx
terminals at the top of the panel for
external loading coils to extend the lower
frequency to 16.5 kHz. This modified
version was renamed the lP-501. By
1922 the IP501 had incorporated the two
stage audio amplifier in a single. longer

Probably the reason for the ultimate
retirement of these sets was not

dramatically increasing inadequate performance. but that
regenerative detectors could provide

selectivity. the SE1420 a homing—in signal for U boats. it
is reported that in inland waters

used by the Navy and including the Great Lakes where there
was no U Boat threat the |P501A
remained in service beyond 1942.

cabinet, to become the lP~501-A.
l have left the detailed description of the

lP501A to the instruction manual which
provides a comprehensive description
of its technology and operation. These
receivers were definitely not for the
domestic market. Using the tuned variable
coupling combined with regeneration
called for skill and knowledge.

In taking over American Marconi,
RCA had inherited considerable marine

work, to be the
responsibility of
the Radio Marine
Corporation of
America. RMCA
provided IP501
and |P501A
receivers in its ship
installations for
many years. They
were in use right

through the 1930's and into the 1940's.
That this edition of the Manual is dated
December 10th 1936 confirms the |P501A
as being still current equipment. Probably
the reason for the ultimate retirement
of these sets was not inadequate
performance. but that regenerative
detectors could provide a homing—in
signal for U boats. It is reported that in
inland waters including the Great Lakes
where there was no U Boat threat the
lP501A remained in service beyond 1942.

Recently Henry Rogers of the Western
Historic Radio Museum in Nevada tested
the performance of a SE 1420, fed from
a ham radio antenna. by receiving low
powered airways beacons with some

astounding results such as a 2kw Puerto
Rican beacon on 391 kHz 3.500 miles
distant. On the low frequency bands where
atmospheric noise was the limiting factor
and the input was from a ship's large
aerial. sensitivity would have been quite
adequate. it is likely that a mid 1930's
superhet communications receiver could
not have provided any better results.

What was the Longevity Secret?
What then were the factors that made
the lP501A preferable to other marine
radios? After all. a three valve regenerative
receiver was hardly the cutting edge of
technology, even in the middle 1920's.,
and by the mid 1930's was considered to
be suitable only for “hams’ and hobbyists?
The answer of course was the careful and
uncompromising design. The heart of the
lP501 were the efficient tuned circuits,
far bigger and better shielded than those
that would be found in later receivers.

Although there may have been an
economic factor in keeping these receivers
in service for so long. it Is also likely
that operators preferred them. When
researching this article I came across an
Internet chat session between “sparkles"
who had only recently retired when marine
radio was taken over by satellite and it
was clear that they preferred regenerative
receivers right to the end. It is probable
too that as the 501A was capable of
doing all that was required of it. the rule
of “if it ain’t broke, don't fix it" applied.
lts simplicity too meant that it was very
reliable. an important factor when a ship
was a long way from service facilities.
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Above. left : The 501A Interior
The sockets tor the 3 valves are at the top lett. At the centre are the main tuning coil and variable capacitor. The spiral lead is a connection to the regeneration variometer
coil. At the right is the aerial tuning coil with its varicmeter coil. When in the cabinet there was a copper shield between the two coils. The wiring was standard for the
time-varnished fabric sleeving over the carefully formed busbar.

Above, right: Detail of SE1420
At the lower left is the anti-microphonic valve socket made up of more than 60 ccrnponentsl This was changed to a simpler type in the IP501 and |P501A. In the foreground
are the window for checking filament brilliance. back of the filament meter and the filament rheostat. Beyond the valve socket. the receiving coil and the regeneration
variorneter coil is visible.
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RADIO RECBVER TYPE lP-5OT-A
INSTRUCTION BOOK

INTRODUCTTON
This receiver was designed (or the reception of
radio telegraphic signals over the wavelengm of
250 to 8000 meters (1200 to 37.5 Kc.) This band
may be extended to include 18,000 eters (16. 7
Kc.) by the addition of a type lP-503 loading unit

The receiver comprises an inductively-coupled
tuner; a vacuum tube detector and two-stage
amdlfiec Except for the compact grouping of these
components in one cabinet this receiver differs only
slightly from the well-known lP-501 receiver: °
Thepopuleiity which the eeriiermodel {lP-501)
eryoys is due to the following features:

1. Evcellent sensibility resulting from the use
ofa regenerating {or oscillating) detector:
low-loss tuned circuits. an efiicr’ent A.F. amplifier,

2, Wide wavelength range without changing inductance
coils and without serious 'dead-end" losses. "

3.Ruggedconstruction.reliableoperationandgood
appearance. Thesesameleatureswifiraddifionsand
simplifications arefoundin the Model lP-501-Areceiver

THEANIBVNA CIRCUIT:
Theantenna orpn‘marycircur'tconsistsofa
primaryihductance col/and avan'able aircondenser
connectedin series. Thelnductanoe ofthi‘s circuit
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isvan'edbya 6—pointswitch which has blades
arranged to short-circuit unused portions of
the coil, thus reducing "deadvend' losses.

The van'able condenser (capacity .00008 mid. to
.0015 mid.) is of the self-balanced type. The knob
used for fine tuning rotates the condenser through
reductiongearing. Besides being engraved with
0-180 degree graduations. the condenser dimes
concentric half-circles. over which a pointer ls lowered
or raised in response to the setting of the primary
inductance switch. This arrangement allows the
operator to make calibration marks on the antenna
condenser dial which helps in later tuningto a desired
station or wavelengm. Such a Galbration holds
good, of course. any forthe partitular antenna used
while calibrating. and the dial should be marked
with India ink or other removable substance only.

‘The lP—501 radio receiver was the commercial
variant of the Navy Model SE 1420 receivenori'gihally
built by the Wireless Specialty Apparatus Company
about 1920. It used a detector tube inthe cabihet
but had a separate cabinet with a two-stage audio
amplifier (NMG) “"Dead—end' losses are those losses
associated with floating ends of calls that increase
stray capacitance across tuned circuits Special
shorting switches that dead~shorted across unused
coll portions reduced such shay capacitances. (IVA4G)

THESECONDAHYCIRCUIT:
Thesesondaryinductancecoribsimrlarrh
construction to tliepnhiaryloadingcoilln that
bothereband—wound, uslngmdibfrequency
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cable (Utendraht) on threaded bakeli‘te cylinders.
Each winding is impregnated with a moisture-
prooicompound. This secondary cori‘, with its 6-steo
switch is shunted by a variable aircondenser, similar
in construction to the primary condenser; except the
capacinnraiies from about .0006 mid. to .00075 mfd.

The scale on each secondary condenser
has been individually calibrated In wavelength
at ”is factory. This calibration is correct when
the receiver is used underthe following normal
conditions. Loose coupling between antenna and
secondarycircuits demctor tube of the 201-A type,
Memo/listed so that detectorjust oscillates.

PRIMARY TO SECONDARY COUPLING:
Oneofthereasons forthegoodselectr‘vr‘ty
(sharp tuning) of this rewiver liesrh the design
which gives easily controllable electromagnetic
coupfing between thesetwo circuits with practicalhl
no undesirable electrostatic coupling.

The secondary coupling coil is so mounted
and rotated inside the primarycoil, by the knob
”tamed 'COUPLING' that the magnetic couplingis
continuouslyvan'ed from a maximum value to zero
when the pointer swings over the 180 degreescale.

THETICKLER'
Theticklerin thisreceiverisoithe van‘orneter
type. inductivelyccupledtoepcrtlonofthe
secondarywindingandscproportianedasto
effectively control regeneration andosdllation over
theer'iti'rewave-lengthrangeoflhereceiven

ByrolatlngtheTlCKLE?!mcb.mountedon



- the shaft of this variometer; the amount of energy
fed back fiom the plate to the grid circuit of the
detector is under the control of the operator In this
way, maxi-mum signd strength can be obtained
by regenerative reception of spark or ICW signals
or by autodyne reception of C. W. signals.

The push button marked "OSC TEST', when
depressed, short circuits the ticlder. stopping

., osclatrbnsandproducingauddrckinthe
telephones. ifno click/s heard when the butten'is
pressed, itindr’cates the ticlderhes notbeen advanced
far enough to cause the detector to oscillate.

USE OF CRYSTAL DETECTOR:
In the emergency resulting from the failure of all
vacuum tubes or batteries, it becomes necessary to
use an external crystal detector connected across the
binding posts marked ”CRYSTAL". The anti-capacity .
switch is thrown to the “CRYSTAL" posifion and the
telephonep is inserted in the 'DET'jack. To assist

Frgure1

voltage as indicated by the filament voltmeter
should be readjusted when necessary after
inserting the telephone plug in the desired jack;
The rated filament voltage for 201 -ARadiotrons is
5volts. this rating shouldnctbe exceeded. Many .. ..
operators obtain satisfactory results at 3.5 volts, .
andthus greatlyprclong the/ifs oftheRadiotrons. " ‘

INSTALLATTON OF RECEIVER:
Theantennaandgromdcannectronsaremadeto
the proper binding posts. The foilowing batteries
shouidbeprovided: Filament, or "A'battery, astorage
battery giving 6 volts at.75 amperes, a ”‘3“ battery
fumishing 45 volts. The “C'  battery binding posts

, . should be short circuited. 0f desired, a 90 volt 'B"
‘ battery with a 45 volt tap maybe used, connected

so that the wire fiom the +90 volt terminal runs to _
the farthest right-hand post now marked '+45'. In
this case, a -4.5 volt '0”  battery mustbe used. ,

After the proper connections are made

8mm Cam- In in mot-sol cm  Chan".
sum. the m to “Cl-urn 66h,

lull Mm can In Min-I'm W:

inatt'ustirrgthecrystaldetectocabuzerisprovided.

THEBUEERCIRCUI'I?
Thepearlpush-button switch mountednearthebmer
closes thecircuit through thebuzerandan 1—1/2
or2voitexternalbatteryconnectedto theposts

“BUEER BATTERY’.
DonotusemorethanZvoIts.A/eadfromthe
buzer is capaci-tive/y coupled to the anwnna
circuit so that whilst the buzer is in operation
afairlyloudnotelsheardinthetelephcnes
when the crystal detector is in adjustment

*7 THE VACUUM TUBES:
Raising themetaldoorin the upperright-hand
comerofthepanelgivesaccess to thethree '
tubesockets. Thesearesupportedona
shock-proof mounting to reduce noise due to
Vibration. From left to right the tubes service as:
detector; first-stage audio and second-stage
audio amplifiers. It is intended that UX-201-A or
UV-201-A Radiotrons be used with this receiver:

THE FILAMENT CIRCUIT?
The filament rheostat acts as master rheostat to
regdate the filament voltage on all of the tubes. The
telephone jacks are equipped with filament control
contactsso tl’rattheinsertionofthepluginarwof
tirei'acislr'ghtsthefilamentsofthedesiredtubes. -

Thereisasmatfixedresistorinsen‘eswitheach _~-
hbesothatvoltagechangesduetopiuggingtubes
inoroutarenotserious. However; thefilament

the vacuum tubes should be inserted in
their sockets.

Throwthetransferswitchmthe'TUBE'._ .
position.Placethetelephoneplug ,, ~.
inthedesiredjackandadjustthefilament g
voitagetoSvc/tsbymeans oftherhecstat.

TUNING TO A lWOWN WAVELEVGTH.
Assuming the wavelength of the
desired station is known:
1.Set Secondary Condenserat this wavelength.

2. Set Coupling pointer at maia'mum, 180 degrees

3.Advancetibidercontrolmtildetectorfirstosciilatesfi .

4.PlacePrimwylnductanceswitchonsamepo/nt, .
as Secondary inductance switch. Rotate Primary ‘
Condenser until 'double click" in telephones indicates
the antenna circuit Is in tune with the secondary circuit.

5eutodyne reception is not desired, stop the
detector oscillating by reducing the fielder setting.

6.8lowtymove both thepiimaryand the
secondarycondensers backandbrth forthe
loudest signals. Forsharpertuning, decreasethe
couplingtosay, 60--90degreesandretmebotht

PROPERAD/USTMENT OF COUPUNG: ' . ' -
Radrboperatorsknowthatloosecoupilnggives
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greater selectivity, and sharper tuning. Many of them
believe that loose coupling also means reduction
in signal strength. This is not necessarily true. For
every wavelength within the range of the receiver
there is a degree of coupling which eI give the most
satisfactory results from the combined viewpoint of
signal strength and sharpness of tuning. This is called
'Critrcal Coupling'. Figure 1 rilustrates how selectivity
and received signal vary for different degrees of
erupting. Theconditions underwhich thesecurves
weretakenwerewiththetrcideratzeroandwiti'i
both the primary and the secondary circuits tuned
to 800 meters, then coup/ed as marked on each
curve. The conclusions drawn from Figure 1 are:

1. The looser the coupling, the sharper the resonance
cunre (the greater the selectivity) but looser than critical
coupling considerably mduces the signal stmngth.

2.Close coupling makes the receiver resonant to two
wavelengths a t  the same time; one below andone
abovethedesiredwavelength, 800meters. Such
broad tuning is useful for ‘stand—by' reception.

Cn‘tical coupling occurs at that adjustment at
which the primary circuit produces no reaction
on the secondary circuit. This fact fortunately
makes it easy for the operator to test the '
receiver adjustment to ascertain if the coupling
is appron'matelyat this desired cn'tical value. ,__

*Dcuble click is explained in a later paragraph.

TO TEST RTR CRITTCAL COUPUNG. .
Assumethatthesecondarycondenserissetatthe. ,

desiredwaveiength. Aavance the trcidersfightlybeyond
the oscillating point. Rotate the primary condenser
slowly back and forth, noting the 'double circk' in the
telephones as the primary passes through resonance
with the secondary circuit. As the coupling is loosened-
these "double clicks” will merge into one faint click At
this setting the receiver is adjusted for critical coupling. '

*This critical coupling point is that point at which
the detector is not overioaded and pulled out of _
oscillation as the primary tuning is swept past the '.
desired wavelength. Critical coupling is then that

point at which the primary is sufiicr’ently uncoupled
fiorn theseoondarysoas tohavencefi‘ectonthe
detector oscillation, and thereby giving ma)a'murn
signal strength for any particular received signal. - .
Looser coupling can be advantageous if the desired
signal is sufficiently strong, and will Increase the
selectivity of the detector at the expense of signal ' _ .
strength. In general, for maximum selectivity, use '
the minimum coupling possible to still adequately
receive the desired signal. (NA46)

Observe that the value of critical coupling changes -
with wavelength. 'TT-IE DOUBLE CLICK' is familiar to
operators of oscillating receivers. This sound in the
telephonesresultsfiom thesuddenchangeofplate
current whenthe detector stops and starts oso‘llating,
duetotheprirnarywaveiengthbeingvariedthrough ' .
thatetwhrohtheosWtingsecondaryis set. The '
greater the distance, on the primary conmnser dial,
between these ‘clicks' the closer the coupling between
the circuits. Before we obtain this 'double clIck” __
Indication, we must have (a) antenna connected so that
the primary circuit is complete and can be resonated .
to the secondary; (b) the tickler so set that the detector
oscillations are neither too strong nor too weak; and (c)
the coupling adjusted to be at least greater than critical.

CALIBRATTONOFPRIIIMRYCONDENSERDML: ,
Thisshouidbedoneonlyatterthereceiverisinstallem
permanerrtlywirectandconnectedtotheantenna ,
withwhichitistobeused.WhiIecaIibrationisoften:
cambdoutbytuningtodistanttransmitterte
entirepn'marydr'almaybecalrbretedbythe‘double.
cick'method. With thesecondarydralsetatthe
desired wavelength, advance the trclderunti/the.



detedaisowllafingfidustbrcrlflcaloorpfiy
andrnerlrthepn'marycondenseratthepointmmere
the 'dauadda'mergemtoonefahtcfidr. using
India/nkorotherrsmavableswstanoe. Fiepeatthe
procedurefarmepflnclpalwaveiengmsused
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3.]fwingebrmk-r‘nsystem,oereshoddbetakento
seethatthespachgofthereoeiverpmtecfive-gapdoes
notemeedthemlcknessofasheetofnewspapezlf
thisgapistoowide. mehlghvoltagemay/umpmside
thereoeiverandbumtheprimwywindhgandswitch.

4.IImevibraabnofmeshipoausestwenorSes,try

REACTTVANONOF VACUUM TUBES.
Ifmefllamentsofanyofihezm-Atubesue
acoldenWsub/‘ectedtoexcessivevolmge, them
mayfafltomnbnalmoughmefiiammtmaynat
bebumedoui.Suchmbesoftencmberestored
tonormaiuselulness byre~actriratihgmerrfilaments
Wtheplatebatteryoi‘scomectedbunme
Waldematwvollsfonminutathen
Ieduoethevoltageto 7.5vdtsfor10minutes.

MAINTBVANCE:
firebalvelitepanelmaybewipedoffmmaclom
moistenedwr'thafightmadineorlfollowedbya
drydoth.Keedoomectionstightandstorme
batteiyterrninalsclean.Donotmm/etheleoelver
Immmememlessabsolutelynecessarybonot
usernetalpot‘shonthenidreipiatefirti’ngsflbbing
Wasoi‘tdryclomshouldkeepthemclaelbdmt

1.Whenapowerful,nealbytransmitterswdenly hterchangihgthedetectorandampliliertwes.
startstotransmit. meoperatorneedsaquioldy
operatedvoimrecontrotUsetheflamentmeostat. 5.1hebizerbatterywheriusedsmw

beitsdatedflomgmmdandfiomthe
2.1hefactorsafiectingregenerauon mum.Useasohgledryoel.
(atlathesecondarycondenserisfixed
atthedesiredwavelengths)asr BRECEPTIONfl-iROUGHSTA‘nQLoosecam.
Theflclder 40-60degrees,sfightdetuningofthepn‘maryand
Demigolmepnrnary mosciafizgderectarheps.ahvn‘ngmefiaments
1hecwpllng,primaryrasecondary toapointwherethesensltivitydoesnatsen’ously
Themmheostat. surrenhelpstol‘rnittherxfisefrommekxucrashes.

Valves for the SE1420IIP501
At the time of the completion of the SE1420. the US valve situation
was chaotic and convoluted. with Marconi and de Forest stalemated
in litigation over patent licensing. Marconi held the Fleming diode
patents and de Forest those for the triode with the result that with
the exception of Western Electric, no one in America could legally
make triodesl However, with wartime needs the us. Government
had suspended patent restrictions for manufacturers with military
contracts. In San Francisco, Otis Moorhhead, a one time de
Forest employee, had a contract with the US .  Navy for the supply
of a large number of valves to be known as the SE1444. and it
is likely that this was one of the valves used for the SE1420 .
Although with the 4 pin bayonet “Shaw" base and tubular bulb,
the SE1444 was internally the same as the Continental based R
valve which Moorhead had been making for a British contract.
The SE1444 was typical of the valves made during the final years
of WW1. By later standards it was a very modest performer with
an amplification factor of about 8 and a transconductance of 180
micromhos. Other types would likely to have been the similar
Moorhead type ER and with a transconductance of 300 micromhos.
the more advanced Western Electric VT1 used by the U.S. army.

RCA was established at the close of 1919, and one of
their early projects was to commission General Electric to
develop a general purpose triode. The UV 201, with a plain
tungsten 5 volt 1 ampere filament. and an amplification
factor of 8 was released in November 1920.

During 1922, an improved version. the UV201A with a .25
ampere thoriated tungsten filament and with a transconductance
of 800 micromhos. about five times that of the SE1444 became
available. The 201A was an immediate success and remained
in the valve catalogues for more than 20 years. As can be seen
from the photograph of some of the writer's collection, there

1922 1924

TheVarlousFormsoftheUVandUXZOiA

were four different physical changes in the envelope and base
during its lifetime. A major change was in 1925 from the Shaw
or UV base to the long pin UX type. When RCA took over the
SE1420/IP501, their recommended valve was the 201A

The 201 A became the mainstay of the mid 20's American
radio industry. Antique Wireless Association researchers estimate
that more of the “01A" in its various forms were made than any
other type of valve. They identified a total approaching 100
different makers, brands and names. Significantly, apart from
their filament/heater ratings, valves with similar characteristics
to the 201A continued to be introduced throughout the 1930’s.
The Raytheon valve manual for 1938 includes types 26,
27. 30, 37. 55. 85 and 1H4G, all with triode characteristics
similar to the 201A. It was definitely a "Useful Valve”.
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Short Wave on your Transistor.
Pye P444 “Cruiser” and Perdio PR73 “Continental”
by Henry Irwin

Pye and Perdio had each made a fairly auspicious early entry in the commercial transistor radio
stakes not far behind the pioneering companies in America and Japan. Pye of course started
the whole thing in 1956 while Perdio provided the first true pocket radio in the UK in 1957 so
they both had a pedigree in this field which one would have expected them to build on.

Context
Already in 1957. Zenith, one of the major
players in the US. had designed and
marketed a sophisticated multiband
transistor shortwave portable. In Japan.
Sony, struggling with their in house “grown
junction" transistor technology. had to
progress through an intermediate radio
with restricted coverage but by late 1957
they had a receiver covering the major
shortwave broadcast bands up to 18 MHz.

The two transistor radios which are the
subject of this piece make an interesting
pair for comparison since they represent
the first attempt from two British radio
companies, one long established and the
other embryonic, at extending the coverage
of the transistor receiver beyond the standard
long and medium wavebands. However it
has to be said that this was a very tentative
venture into the shortwave spectrum since
the coverage of both radios extended no
higher than about 4 Mhz. This covered the old
"Trawler" band. the Amateur "Top Band" and
the lowest of the Tropical broadcast bands.

There was however another rather
unlikely player in the field, Bush. who also
in 1959 introduced a more comprehensively
specified transistor shortwave receiver.
the ETFt 92. with coverage up to about
25 Mhz in two bands. This used the case
design of the ubiquitous TFt82 and was
apparently only for export. An interesting
point concerns the RF transistors used in
the ETR92 to achieve this performance.
Bush would appear to have been the first
British manufacturer to use the Philips/
Mullard HF 00170 diffused base transistor.
Generally this device only started to appear
in the UK in 1960. I would have liked to have
included the ETFt 92 in this comparison but
I have never been able to obtain one and it
seems to be extremely rare in this country.

PYE P444
This radio was introduced in 1959 with an
extended long wave band. the medium wave
and coverage from 1.8 to 4 Mhz. With its
inclusion of long wave navigation beacons.
trawler band and its designation as the Pye
Cruiser. it is tempting to see it as aimed at
the leisure boating and nautical fraternity.

Presentation
The styling. unlike most other larger Pye
portables of this period, is quite adventurous
with the use of bold simple shapes and an
asymmetric layout. The most unusual aspect
at first sight is the case construction which
uses a substantial wrap around ribbed
aluminium alloy section with a beefy leather
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handle on top. This forms the surround for
a front panel that contrasts an expanse of
black anodised metal. surrounding a slide
mle dial. with a large perforated gold grille.
The positioning of orange push buttons and
two large grey smooth knobs against the
black satin metal and the use of a sudden
angled step down in the interface between
the grille and the black dial section creates
a striking and dynamic appearance.

When I first saw this radio at a local Boot
Sale I was convinced it was from a more
recent decade and nearly walked past.
The combination of colours was unusual
for 1959 and reminded me of a range
of cassette players and radio cassettes
marketed by ITT during the 1970’s. These
used orange coloured keys and expanses
of black and silver grey plastic.

Circuit
This is a fairly conventional 6 transistor
superhet (fig 1 ) with single tuned lF stages
but uses a newly designed circuit board.
different from other contemporary Pye
portables, which could accommodate
the extra coils and switch mechanism
required. However the transistors in this set
are unusual in being marked with a violet

circle. This essentially meant that the mixer
transistor was a specially selected sample
which had a higher cut off frequency than
Pye's previous mixer transistors. type V6!
R4 or V6/R8. By this means Pye were able
to ensure that the mixer would oscillate
reliably and produce useful conversion
gain at the highest frequency in use. plus
the lF. that is at around 4.5 Mhz. Radio and
TV Servicing lists the mixer in the violet
circle series as being equivalent to the later
Newmarket t 151 which was described as
a "mixer for medium wave and short wave".

A critical look at L4 the short wave aerial
coil on the circuit (fig 2 )  shows what is a
very odd arrangement. In addition to the
main tuned winding of 36 turns a second
winding of 220 turns is also coupled to the
tuning capacitor via a 6.8 pf capacitor. Was
the combined effect of all this to provide
some image rejection? I am not sure and
perhaps someone more professionally
informed about the interaction of coupled
tuned circuits could enlighten me.

Layout
The printed circuit board is mounted
upside down horizontally and attached to
a metal frame which is part of an assembly
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Figl: Pye 444 front end. Remainder of circuit is conventional
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Fig 2: simplified circuit of L4 on
trawler band minus switching

Pye 444
comprising tuning condenser (with split gear
reduction). the cord drive mechanism for
the slide rule dial pointer and a substantial
pushbutton wave change mechanism. Three
oscillator coils and one aerial coll for short
wave along with associated trimmers for
the various bands are grouped around this
switch mechanism. The ferrite rod carries
the remaining aerial windings for LW and
MW, the latter curiously in the form of a
narrow pile winding which is less efficient
than a solenoid winding. Wiring is to Pye's
usual untidy standard with long transistor
leads spanning widely spaced points on
the board. Although this doesn’t look very
neat there is I suppose a logic to it since it
simplifies the layout of the printed track.

The output transformer is fixed to the 5
inch round speaker while unusually the driver
transformer is also mounted off board, bolted
to the metal frame assembly and covered in
pitch! Even with a PP9 battery in place there
is a lot of internal space inside this set.

Faults
This radio gave me a lot of trouble and
headache trying to sort out its multiple faults.
Firstly there was instability at the top end of
medium wave and across the “shortwave"
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band. Amidst the whistles and the racket
careful listening revealed that strong stations
had weak replicas 40 to 50 KHz either side
of the main transmission. Here was the clue.
For this to happen the local oscillator has
to be modulated with an urtrasonic signal. a
classic case of “squegging”. The solution, as
always. was to replace the emitter bypass
capacitor which had gone high. Usually a
“Hunts“. in this case the culprit was a nasty
little lozenge shaped device of unknown
manufacture which Pye used a lot.

Secondly there was gritty distortion only
on strong signals which sounded very like
overload. A check on the AGC voltage at
the base of TR2 confirmed that it remained
static even when tuning through a strong
signal. Moving the meter leads along the
copper track to a point nearer to the detector
diode showed the correct voltage variation
with signal level. Voltages were at different
levels at opposite ends of the printed track
even though I could not see the minutest
break! Another example of early Pye printed
boards with invisible hairline cracks. A
short piece of wire bridging the offending
section restored normal AGC action.

On eventually clearing these problems.
although the set functioned reasonably well,
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there was still some residual instability up
around 4 MHz which cleared as battery
voltage dropped. This was the type of
instability where the mixer tends to oscillate
at the frequency of the input coil due to in—
phase feedback from the collector. Designers
using the early alloy junction RF transistors
with their high internal feedback capacitance
often had this problem as the frequency
increased. A look at R1 and R2 on the circuit
( f ig  1 ) shows they are used as “stoppers"
in the collector to suppress parasitics. With
variations in capacitance and gain close
to the cut off frequency of individual mixer
transistors R2 (27  ohm ) really should have
been selected on test. Perhaps this was
a very active mixer transistor or perhaps
R2 ( 20% ) was abnormally low in value.
As an experiment I replaced it with the
closest similar type resistor I had to hand.
56 ohm and the instability was gone.

The questions remain did this radio
ever work correctly at the top end of
shortwave from the day it was bought
and how did it leave Pye in this state?

PERDIO PR73
Also introduced in 1959 this was Perdio's
first “large” transistor radio, in fact at its
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launch it was one of only three models
in the company's range. Perdlo seem to
have seen this very much as a domestic
portable and their advertising of the
time portrays it in a domestic setting of
contemporary furniture and emphasises
its ability to compete with table models
in terms of volume and tone. It provided
standard long and medium wave bands
but also coverage up to about 3 .5 t .

Presentation
The construction and styling of this
radio is much more conventional than
its Pye contemporary being assembled
in a substantial wooden case which is
covered in beige rexlne. The front panel
is divided into three sections, separated
by thin brass beading. The lower area is
of lightly patterned speaker cloth and the
two top sections of coloured plastic, one
of which encloses the tuning scale and
associated controls. This proportioning
breaks a sort of ad hoc design rule that
elements should be broken into thirds
or at least into unequal parts. However
the front is lifted from the mundane by
the design of the control panel which
is a classic piece of fifties kitsch, the
subsidiary knobs appearing to orbit the
ostentatious tuning knob like planets
around a sun or like electrons in the atom.

Circuit
Electronically the PR73 (fig 3 ) is more
adventurous than the Pye. It uses an
AGC overload diode in the first IF stage
and a separate winding on the ferrite
rod rather than a telescopic aerial for
shortwave. The audio stages have four
transistors overall and went through two
versions. Early sets had a pair of stud
mounted Pye V15/10P output transistors
but when these became unavailable it
was redesigned to use OC81's. This is
the first outing of Perdio's "split load”
output stage with direct coupled driver.
Both the collectors and emitters of the
0081's have windings on the output
transformer. A version of this was also
used by Bush and correctly set up it will
give lower crossover distortion with low
battery voltage. RF transistors were either
0044/45 or equivalent GEC devices.

The real fundamental difference between
this and the Pye is in the way it achieves
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Pye internal layout with switch assembly in centre

coverage up to 3.5Mhz. Whereas the
P444 has an extra switched oscillator
coil for the higher frequencies the Perdio
uses “Harmonic Mixing". This means
that when the trawler band is switched
in the MW oscillator coil is left in circuit.
Only the aerial circuit is switched to the
higher frequency and the 2nd harmonic
of the oscillator is used to mix the
signal down to the IF. Described at the
time as “novel” it is in fact the radio's
“Achilles Heel", but more of that later.

Layout
This radio also has a printed circuit
board mounted upside down along the
top of the cabinet and attached to a

metal chassis which carries the control
and switch assemblies and acts as a
heatsink for the output transistors. Here
the similarity with the Pye ends since it
uses a less sophisticated tuning system
with an integral eplcyclic reduction drive
and a plastic disc rotating behind the
printed scale surrounding the tuning knob.
While general circuit board assembly is
neat the production engineering of the
chassis gives the impression of not being
fully thought out. Removing the output
transistors from the chassis heatsink
to allow board removal is made very
awkward and access to the trimmers
on the tuning capacitor is impeded
by stiff wires directly above them.
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Faults
Surprisingly once the Hunts
bypass capacitor in  the emitter of
Tr1 had been replaced to remove
some traces of instability there
appeared to be no further faults.

Comparing Performance
The Pye having had its extensive makeover
performs reasonably well with average
sensitivity and selectivity on medium and
long wave. However it shows its superiority
over the Perdio between 1.8 and 4 t  with
relatively few spurious transmissions and
useable sensitivity on the telescopic whip
aerial. The long calibrated slide rule scale
has a degree of mechanical bandspread
which displays only slight backlash and
again proves superior to the Perdio.

Audio. although not as powerful
as its competitor. is  pleasant enough
but a little constricted. This is due to
pronounced roll off at higher frequencies
and a disappointing level of bass
considering the cabinet size. The sound
therefore is  noticeably mid prominent.

The Perdio performs well on long wave
although the coverage is more restricted
than on the Pye. The sensitivity and
selectivity is also quite good on most of
the medium wave; however it 's on the
Trawler band that real problems start to
appear with spurious pickup of strong
medium wave stations. This unfortunately
is  inherent in the system of harmonic
mixing used. A calculated example will
make clear the nature of the problem or
as they say in the States. “do the math".

My BBC 100Kw “regional" is  on  1341Khz.
1341Khz + 470Khz places the
Local Oscillator on 1811Khz.
Switch to Trawler band and the
harmonic of the LC.  is  3622Khz.
Only the aerial circuit has
now been switched.
Harmonic mixing gives 3622
- 470Khz ie 3152Khz.

However when I tune to the 3152Khz
frequency the 1341 Khz station is still clearly
audible since the LG. is  still running on
the fundamental. To compound these
difficulties the medium wave coverage
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stops at 1540Kcs. The remainder of the
high end of medium wave is included
at the bottom end of the Trawler band
range. $0  the poor unfortunate listener
who wanted to listen to the old “Third"
programme or one of those naughty
pirates above 200 metres had to switch
bands and put up  with a mess of
heterodynes because of the problems just
described. As an added drawback, since
the oscillator harmonic is  lower in  level
than the fundamental. less conversion
gain is  available on the higher band.

On the audio front the sound is  big
and loud. What you would expect from
a large cabinet and an alleged output of
1 watt although I suspect this is peak
power. The bass. although not as lacking
as the Pye, is still a little disappointing
given the large 8 x 5 inch speaker.

What cou ld  be  heard on
trawler band i n  1959?
There were still many trawlers. boats
and coastal radio stations using AM well
into the 1960's although the change to
single sideband ( SSB ) had begun. l well
remember listening to Port Patrick Radio
on  a modified transistor radio around the
mid 60's. On the Amateur bands of 160
metres (Topband ) and  80  metres there
were many loca l  nets and  a lso mob i l e
operators on AM. In theory it would also
have been possible to listen to broadcast
stations on the 120 and 90 metre Tropical
Bands in those parts of the world that
used them because of high static levels on
medium wave, ie parts of Australia. Asia, S
America and Africa. However in  the UK this
would have required a good external aerial.

And in 2010
Today a lot of Maritime traffic has moved
from single sideband on these frequencies
to VHF and satellite communications.
The Amateurs are still there however and
there is a minor resurgence in AM nets by
those who restore old military radio and
those who are weary of the un—natural
sound of $33 .  By using a small outboard
BFO ( Beat Frequency Oscillator) with
the Pye P444 I was able to copy many
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Amateur stations as well as some Volmet
aviation weather transmissions, foreign
trawlers and of course Radio China!

Conclusions
It has to be said that neither manufacturer
acquitted themselves particularly well
with these offerings in comparison
to  some of the more sophisticated
overseas competition. Perdio had
some excuse since it  was still a young
company but nevertheless i t  should
have been raising its game at this stage.
The extra band on the Continental has
the feel of a hastily added gimmick

The Pye has more sophisticated
styling and the added waveband is better
thought out however this company had
greater resources at its disposal and
should have done even better. Despite
its robustness when examined closely
the ergonomics could have been better
and for a radio seriously considered for
use around boats it should have had a
closing front to protect the vulnerable
grille. Ironically the Perdio seems to  have
been the better seller of the two while the
Pye P444 appears to be a rare beast.

Having groused at these failings. in
mitigation. i now have to say that both
companies did produce more sophisticated
transistor shortwave radios within a year
or so. Pye the Pam T381 and Perdio its
Multiband 102. In a sense the Cruiser
and Continental are transitional radios
representing a snapshot in time just
before improved HF transistors made a
different approach possible. Of the two
the Pye is the more useable. Why Pye
didn’t use their new HF graded base “drift”
transistors for this radio is a mystery
but their struggle to  obtain adequate
performance with their own under
resourced semi conductor technology
along with the atypical styling means
the P 444 has a particular fascination for
me. After sorting out its faults, for all its
shortcomings. l have grown to quite like it.



Dear Editor

I want to thank everyone involved in the
radiogram display and demonstration at the
NVCF on May 9th. It was wonderful to see
and hear so many examples. It must have
taken quite a bit of effort to get them there;
I believe. for example, that the HMV 800
needs about four people to move it. The
alternative, of course, is partial dismantling
and reassembly on site, but that too takes
time. Some might have shied away from
the idea because it was too much trouble.
So it was a credit to the organisers and
the owners that it happened. Thankyou.

Yours sincerely,
Professor Jonathan Dollimore

Dear Editor
Having finally got around to joining the
BVWS, something i have meant to do
for years, I was overwhelmed by the
members 'Starter—pack' and the sheer
quality and content of the Spring Bulletin.

i received it just a few days
after posting my application, and
thus was most impressed when it
arrived so quickly... on April 1st.

Apart from my interest in vintage radio
8. television I am also involved with music.
and have restored/repaired various older
electronic organs. As I also play the
piano, l was particularly interested in the
General Television model 534 Piano Radio
restoration described on page 4 of the
Spring Bulletin. Gary has done a fantastic
job. it really is a credit to him. Thanks
again for such an excellent bulletin,

Yours sincerely.
David Stone

Dear Editor
l was interested in Stef Niewiadomski’s
article on audio output transformers (Summer
2010 bulletin). It's a solid, practical article,
however there are a couple of matters
that I’d like to correct if possible!

First, the matter of the reflected
impedance of the speaker. This is, as Stet
says, the speaker’s impedance multiplied by
the square of the turns ratio (modified by a
few subsidiary effects which he alludes to).
He goes on to derive a reflected impedance
of 3675 ohms for a worked example - fine.
However, he then presents his Figure 7 ,
in which the 3675 ohm effective load is
driven from a valve, itself modelled as a
voltage source with internal resistance
3675 ohms also. Unfortunately, no!

Most pentode and beam tetrode valves
behave as a voltage source with far higher
internal series impedance (or alternatively, as
a current source paralleled with a high-value

shunt resistance). In fact, an Ideal pentode
would have this internal resistance infinitely
high. It's a fallacy to think that an output
valve is properly loaded when the load
impedance equals the internal impedance.
The ideal load is governed by the basic
limits that as the grid goes more negative
the anode current can swing to zero but then
stops changing; when the grid swings in the
positive direction, the anode voltage swings
to near zero but then hits a ‘knee’ in the
characteristic so stops changing; and finally
(although it's not usually a limiting factor). a
third constraint that the grid can't 90 positive
else it severely loads the driver stage. With
these constraints. the ideal load turns out
to be almost nothing to do with the valve's
source resistance ra (which although less
than the ideal infinity. is still many tens of
kilohms for a valve with optimum load 3675
ohms. So, the model he uses to derive HF
and LF cut-off frequencies will be inaccurate.

Secondly, he has a section headed
'Combined Output Transformer and
Smoothing Choke', and describes a system
where a tapped primary winding works
as a choke to smooth the HT supply to
earlier stages. Unfortunately, this is wrong.
There's no way a transfonner’s windings
can simultaneously have an AF voltage
(the wanted output) AND a hum-frequency
voltage, independently. In Stef’s defence.
I've seen this quoted by manufacturers in
their own service literature. But, it’s wrong.
What actually happens. is that the system
neutralises hum in the output stage’s anode
circuit itself. Any ripple voltage present on
the primary tap, gives rise to ripple current
flowing through the two sections of the
primary in opposite directions. Some current
flows towards the downstream smoothing
capacitor, and the magnitude of this current
is defined by a series resistor (which is an
essential part of the scheme). Some current
flows in the other direction, in the anode
circuit of the output valve itself (and the
magnitude of this current is defined by the
valve's anode resistance ra). If the ratio of
these two currents is exactly equal to the
ratio of the turns of the two sections of the
primary, the currents will exactly cancel
in terms of the fields they can generate,
with the result that the secondary has zero
hum present. In practice, the valve anode
resistance is a bit variable from sample
to sample, so complete cancellation is
rarely achieved. Nevertheless, a significant
reduction is possible. It‘s one of the most
beautiful and elegant ideas in the whole
field of hum reduction. It was invented
by an engineer working for Philips, and
although they are noted for oddball and
wacky ideas, this one redeems them all!

Peter F Vaughan

Dear Editor
I am a relatively new member and my
main interest is the early television
period, and I would like to know
how many of the first wooden ‘Balrd
Televisor' are known to exist today.

Does the BVWS team or any specialized

member have a listing available? Or
can you ask in your magazine?

I would appreciate very much to
hear from you soon and l remain

With very best regards.
Uwe H. Breker
Tel.: ++49-2236-38434-0
Fax: ++49-2236-3843430

Dear Editor
| feel sincerely humbled and honoured to
be awarded The Geoffrey Dixon-Nuttall
Award for Best Restoration Article 2009
AVO Wave Winder Restoration.

it was a pleasure for me to restore the
winder and be allowed to share my story
with fellow Society members; i mast
confess to being taken totally by surprise
when Graham Terry very kindly telephoned
me with the good news; as usual at the
time I was involved in a big project as
l was taking down a large Scots Pine
to the side of our bungalow and it took
quite a while for the news to sink in.



I would like to thank everyone
concerned and will always cherish
this most welcome award.

Kindest regards
Colin Wood.

Dear Editor ,
Having worked for 50 years in the radio
industry I have been following with concern
the push to get the public to scrap their AM/
FM radios for digital (DAB) radios, originally
a Labour policy. We hear, of course, a lot
about ‘extra choice’ with more channels on
DAB, and sometimes we hear cri t icism o f
the unreliable signal reception, but what the
public doesn't hear about are the substantial
costs they will have to bear in changing
to DAB. There will be no ‘choice’ in this.

DAB radios are more complex than
AM/FM radios so cost more to buy. At
a conservative estimate there are 100
million home AM/FM radios — not counting
Walkmans, stereo systems, car radios
etc that will also need changing.

If only half the home sets are replaced with
DAB radios the listening public will have to
find some £2.5 billion at a time of continuing
financial austerity. (Much of this 22.5 billion
will go to overseas manufacturers — not
exactly helping our balance of payments).

There i s  more, however. Running costs
on DAB radios are high compared wlth
AM/FM radios as they are heavy users of
energy. On Iike—for—Iike quality radio sets
AM/FM uses less than 10% of the battery
energy needed by DAB radios. For example,
someone using an AM/FM radio will enjoy
some 375 hours of listening on a set of

batteries costing £6 whereas a similar quality
DAB radio will need new batteries, at £9,
after just 32 hours. Mains use is of course
also higher for DAB radios. Radio listening
via your TV set or computer is higher still.

So, to get more choice of channels we
not only lose a reliable countrywide AM/
FM service but all of us will have to pay
significantly more for a DAB service where
many people will get poor reception and
some people will receive no signal at
all. Most of the public, I suspect, do not
know this is the case. There is still time
for the new government to  put a stop to
Labour’s unnecessary and wasteful, digital
policy on radio; they should do so.

Yours faithfully,
Gordon Bussey

At last! A genuine red Ekco A22 continued from page 3

cabinet near the front, which is associated with
one of the internal moulded ribs that run from
front to back. This minor cosmetic defect is a
common fault with round Ekco cabinets and is
a good indicator that this cabinet is not a fake.

There is evidence that a paper label
was affixed to the inside of the case.
Some black resiny glue and a shred of
paper is all that remains of it. A pity. It
would be very interesting to know what
information was printed/written on it.

The cabinet is damaged in a way that
is consistent with the heavy steel chassis
tearing itself loose from its fixings as a result
of the set being dropped. The top left chassis
fixing lug (when viewed from the back) is
cracked longitudinally through the threaded
fixing hole and the crack goes right through
to the outside of the cabinet and divides
into two, spmading toward the back and
front of the case. Right above the lug is an
“island” of bakelite completely encircled by
cracks and very slightly raised as though
levered up by the chassis fixing screw. The
top right lug had a sizeable piece broken
clean off leaving nothing to screw into.
The bottom right lug is intact, but a crack
has formed between it and the hole for the
wavechange switch. The bottom left lug
and the surrounding material is undamaged.
Perhaps that particular chassis fixing screw
was missing when the accident occurred.

I think it likely that the tuning dial and
bezel parted company with the set a very
long time ago. The pattern of dirt inside the
cabinet does not show a witness mark where
the felt covered outer edge of the circular
tuning dial would've been in contact with the
bakelite. The mazak spider had three 6BA
screws and nuts attached to it. These were
rusty and looked as though they'd been
there a long time. The bezel could not have
been attached with these screws present.
I discovered that the mysterious cast alloy
grille could be made to sit on the three bolts,
nicely centred in the circular opening in the
cabinet where the dial would’ve been.

The chassis was a dilapidated, corroded
mess that harboured some nasty surprises. In
particular, some tmly appalling modifications

had been made to the front-end circuitry, most
of which had been completely disconnected
and bypassed by a single add-on coil, which
was connected between the aerial socket
and the grid of the  mixer valve. A tapping on
the coil was connected to the AVG line. One
half of the tuning gang was still in circuit so
some rudimentary tuning might have been
possible on one waveband. The ball bearings
in the wavechange switch detents were
missing but this would hardly have mattered
since it wasn’t in circuit anyway. The trimming
capacitors were corroded to the point of
disintegration and someone had attempted
to patch them up with solder. I find it hard
to believe that the set could have worked
with these modifications. It seems someone
was desperate to keep this set working.

The replacement mains transformer lacked
a centre tap on its H.T. winding and the
rectifier (5U3 GT) had its anodes strapped
for half wave rectification. The original Ekco
voltage adjustment panel had been retained
but rewired as a makeshift circuit breaker.
The transformer primary winding consisted
of two separate untapped 110 volt windings
connected in series. So it was wired for 220
volts even though it would’ve been quite
capable of working at 110 volts. This makes
no sense if the set was ever used in the USA.

Some old repairs had been carried out
using components that were marked up in
an oriental language. These included the
volume control potentiometer and at least
four of five replacement capacitors. I’d
assumed these parts to be Japanese but
photographs posted on Paul Stenning’s
internet forum brought forth an English
translation, which proved that  the components
were in fact Chinese. Thanks again
"\ficboduk” and your Malaysian colleague.

All of this seems to suggest that this
set spent a large part of its working life In
some other foreign country before it ended
up in the USA. China? Malaya? Hong
Kong? India? There can, however, be little
doubt that the chassis is the standard UK
version with the usual three wavebands
including long wave. The serial number
stamped on the chassis plate is 020017.
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Repairing the chassis necessarily
involved a lot of work. The RF. subchassis
had to be painstakingly rebuilt and many
major components needed to be replaced.
Proper A22 replacement parts proved
hard to obtain so I made do with whatever
“near fit" components I could find.

The cabinet presented a different challenge.
I really wanted to leave well alone but,
unfortunately, there was no satisfactory way
to fix the chassis inside the cabinet without
repairing at least one of the two broken top
chassis fixing lugs. I chose to rebuild the one
that had a sizeable chunk broken clean off with
no cracks. This I did using some proprietary
resin filler compound and a threaded brass
insert. I’ve not dared try to repair the other
top fixing lug because to do so would entail
interfering with the cracks that are visible
on the outside of the case. This is a can of
worms that l have no intention of opening.

Making a replica dial bezel proved to
be practically impossible but, eventually, a
damaged brown A22 came to my rescue,
providing both the bezel and the dial. If the
grille cloth had not been present, I would've
assumed that the set had originally been
fitted with a chromed bezel and silver cloth
as the standard black and chrome version.
HOWever, I felt that neither chrome nor
Florentine bronze would look right with the
black and gold cloth and the red bakelite
so I decided in the end to paint the bezel to
closely match the colour of the cabinet.

I've delayed writing this article for a long
time in the hope that more information about
this enigmatic set would come to light. And
now, thanks to Steve Harris, I can report
that another red A22 has been sighted at an
antique fair in north Lincolnshire. This example
is even more badly damaged than mine,
having lost its feet, although more complete,
having kept its original dial and chromed
bezel. The cloth is one of the standard types
that I've seen on brown A223 and very dirty.
The colour is difficult to determine from the
cameraphone picture supplied but it looks
silver to me. Interestingly, it appears to be an
export model with two short wave bands.



Restoring and Researching a 3 Valve Miniradios Ltd
TRF Receiver............
I purchased the radio recently on Ebay. It's small, stylish design intrigued me.
The style and design of the case, chassis and of the circuit bear a remarkable
resemblance to  the  American Detrola Pee—Wee model  197  from 1937 .
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l have always managed to find some
information and schematics for all other
small valve radios that l have purchased
(Czech. Austrian. US etc). but I could find
only scant information on Miniradios Ltd.

Various threads on the Vintage Radio Forum
and on other sites suggested that the radio
existed in several forms (3. 4 and 5 valves)
and with various valve line ups (all TRF).
Most have a rectifier valve, mine has a metal
rectifier. One was built onto in intercom base

The case is white Bakelite (Urea
Formaldehyde, also known as Plaskon);
small. stylish and obviously made using good
quality moulding tools. The words “ Miniradios
(London) Ltd - patent applied for“ is moulded
into the plastic inside of the case. The tuning
dial slot has been milled out, suggesting that
the case was meant for another purpose,
and then modified for a tuning dial.

The rear cover has the words" “\fibrator
socket. Do not insert plug if operated on
mains” and “inter-Com Socket". After
some mohing, I found a picture of the
radio, on  an intercom base. It had been
marketed in South America under the
name “Supertone lntercomm/radio”.
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The chassis has been punched out for 5
valves and fits the case perfectly. Again, it
looks professionally made. The on/ofl - gain
control obviously didn't fit the chassis. and
the chassis was "hacked “ to accommodate
it. The build quality poor, the soldering was
“amateurish" (worse than minel), suggesting
that the radio was bought as a kit.

I eventually found an advert for the
radio in a 1955 copy of Practical Wireless.
A company called Precision Engineering
Equipment of Croydon, who sold M00 and
other surplus electronic equipment, were
marketing the radio in kit form for 2319.6
+2l- postage. The radio could be bought
with a white or brown case. The advert
states "limited quantity only" which suggests
these were the last of the Miniradios.

Where did it start life? Case tooling
is expensive. Who originally designed
it and for what purpose? The circuit is
a standard TRF radio with no provision
for intercom or battery converter.

The valve line-up i s  6K7GT, BACT
metal and GAG? metal. HT is provided by
a small mains metal rectifier. A 6.3 volt
transformer provides the heater power.

Neu tL i ve

The 6AG7 output valve is capable
of delivering 4 Watts. but the 3 inch
speaker looks as if it would only handle a
few hundred milliwatts. The SAC? valve
(according to the RCA spec sheet) was
designed primarily for radar video use.

Resistors and capacitors are an eclectic mix
of styles and manufacturers, with 2 watt — 1%
1M? resistors used where 1/2 w 20% would
have sufficed. This radio appears to have been
engineered from whatever was lying around!

i sketched out the schematic (I hope its
correct) and set to work debugging it. Most
of the capacitors were either leaky or CC.
I replaced the metal oxide rectifier with a
1N4008 diode and series resistor. Once
replaced. the set showed signs of life.

Perionnance was poor. With a long
aerial and with the gain set on the point of
oscillation, stations could  be heard faintly.
An extra AF stage was definitely needed.

The radio, however is smart and in
my opinion, very stylish. However...
Who were “Miniradios - London Ltd?
Where and when did this type of radio
start life? If anyone has any ideas,
contact me on amj8857©hotmaiLoom



Getting the most from The AVO VCM163 Valve tester continued from page 21

The data book tray

some 28A bolts through the fillets of the
feet. These are unseen in the middle of
the feet which are part of the aluminium
side frame casting. I even found some grey
spray paint very close to colour of the front
panel to spray it with, and a small chrome
handle to finish it off. Next, I made a folded
aluminium side box to accommodate the
other data and equivalents books, this
side box has a top  shelf for the adaptor
box extending the valve socket range at
the same level as the other sockets. It fits
quite snugly here avoiding the torque in
the connecting wire rolling it around and
makes it  a lot easier to  use; it's now firmly
held in place on a piece of rubber mat to
stop it moving about. There's a hole in
the back for the connecting wire making
it easily rotated by 180 degrees between
the European or American socket set.
The side box is fitted to the main chassis
of the VCM163 using the existing screws
that retain the side panel. There's no need
to modify or drill holes and the VCM163 can
easily be returned to its original condition.
This side box was also sprayed grey. The
adaptor box was already a similar grey
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Amplifier
The VCM163 gm Circuit

from new and looked like a reasonably
good match. Now everything is  to hand
in one place and ready to test the odd
single valve easily without a lot of getting
out and putting away of accessories and
reference books. While batch testing lots
of valves after sorting them into batches
of the same type. I use my old adaptor
box as a pre-warmer. The lead-out wires
are colour coded using the resistor colour

code, Brown pin 1 etc. The relevant heater
pins are connected to a local variable
power supply so the next valve is  warming
while the previous one is being tested.
This speeds up the process enormously
and improves the detection of internal
shorts. The heaters have had a chance
to fully warm up  and are more likely to
show-up an internal short on  the initial
cold checks before the HT is  applied.

Restoring an HMV 650 continued from page 15

If a transformer is salvaged from a
radiogram. or a complete chassis ls used
in a table radio. then rewiring is needed
otherwise the transformer will be operating
with a mismatch to the output valves.

Audio performance and the
Chassis lnterconnecting cables
l was quite surprised upon measuring audio
performance from the gramophone sockets.
into a resistive load it’s 3dB down by 4 kHz
On radio. with the selectivity switched to
wide band it doesn't sound that treble deaf
to me. I'm told that the brain does a kind
of treble boost. if some treble is there in
the first place, and that may be the reason.
When on ”Gramophone”, apparently most
78 rpm records didn’t produce much output
beyond 4-5 kHz. so the response could
have been thought quite adequate by
EMI engineers. The interconnecting cable.
between chassis. may account for some
of the loss. Each output valve screened
grid lead measures 80 pF to ground.

Whilst looking at the interconnecting cables
I thought about those that carry mains to the
ON/OFF switch. According to the schematic.
and it would seem a reasonable thing to do.
these are screened as well. How was the
insulation after all these years? The cable
which still appears in excellent condition Is
of a heavy gauge and cloth-covered over
rubber. inside the cotton sheath. But to be

sure I did a long insulation test at 100W
and all remained well at thousands of M
Ohms. Of course it's wise to always fit  a low
current fuse in the mains plug and switch off
at the wall when the radio is unattended.

Performance and Conclusions
Another long but very interesting restoration.
For the chassis the best parts were gaining
a full understanding of the bandwidth
switching of the IF transformers (thanks
Chuck). correcting the spare chassis
with series tertiary resistors and making
this well hacked chassis look reasonable
and work as good as any other.

Regarding the cabinet, I can say
that It’s the best result achieved so far.
Some may say that is too flawless and
shiny but I love it this way. I'm not totally
happy with the grille colour and this may
get changed at some future time.

The reproduction dial. with artwork by me.
and with glass cutting and silk-screening
done by professionals. looks beautiful.
I wouldn't want to repeat the expensive
exercise but did enjoy it immensely.

The performance of the radio seems
excellent, during the day I can listen to lots
of stations with wide IF bandwidth but at
night. on many stations. it may sound better
with the bandwidth reduced. Of course CD
(or some FM stations) retransmitted from
a low power house transmitter is the best
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of all for programme content and quality.
As can be seen. In one picture, I have

an HMV gramophone connected to it for
playing 78's which is a new thrill (try telling
that to most under 50 year olds; they would
reckon you’re ready for the old folks home).
i t  would be good to marry the spare
chassis (I do have all the cabinet
hardware) with a cabinet sometime. so
if someone has a cabinet, or if someone
wants the challenge of making one from
scratch then there's an opportunity.

But last words: a very fine radio.
certainly the one I would have bought
back in 1937, assuming I was rich enough.
i try to imagine what it must have been
like. without the distraction of television.
moving the vemier dial around on SW's
listening to the World and particularly the
USA. When WW2 started were they going
to pitch in and fight with us? They did.
and like the radio it's all history now.
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Tickling the Crystal 4
More Domestic British Crystal
Sets of the 19203
by Ian L Sanders. Photography by Carl Glover
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Obsession
by Gerald Wells

Gerry Wells had led an extraordinary life. Growing
up in the London suburb of Dutwich in the
inter—war years. he shunned a conventional
1930‘s childhood. preferring wireless and other
household items. After the war he managed a
careerasa radio andTVserviceenglneerand
even designed and managed amplifiers. PA
equipment and TVs. Today he runs the Wntage
VWreless and Television Museum from the same
family home from where he was born in 1929.

In this book Gerry brings to life his
mlourful past. This is the story of one
man's dedication to wireless
£6.00 196 pages paperback

Slipcase to house the first
3 volumes of ‘Tlcklin the
Crystal' £9.95. Buy al 3 and
get slipcase free!
(postage £12 UK. 935 EC
255 US)
BVWS Members buy 2 and
save £12! (postage UK,
£24 EC 228 US)

Tickling the Crystal Ticklingnthe Crystal 2 Tickling the Crystal 3 evws. 26 Castleton
256 pages. Over 200 full- lJmited. ly 750 copies printed. milled. 500 copies printed. 240 pa Road, Swindon.
photographs. £14.95 for B S 208 pages. Over 200 full-page of GPO No. as Brita! aysld sets Wilts
members plus 27 p&p for UK, photog . £29.95 (£24.95 for gnu—page £29.95
£13 EEC (rest of world 215) evws members) plus 27 pap for awesome :7 3N5 53° vs

UK, £13EEC(restofworld£15) papruucMEEcrastormldmsl Tel: 01793886062 Books
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Sunday 10th October 2010 10.30AM - 4.30PM

AUDIOJUMBLE 2010
Sale of Vintageand Modem Hi-Fi Equipment
at The Angel Leisurefientre, Tonbridge, Kent
10.30am Standardfintmlfiiem"
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reenactments, the last hundred years since
beganthroughtotheearlydaysoftelevlsion.
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The

Radiophile
THE LEADING MAGAZINE FOR ALL

VINTAGE RADIO ENTHUSIASTS
Each issue contains practical and authoritative articles on
vintage radio as well as military and communication
receivers, restoration and construction topics, all written by
experts in their field. The Radiophile also hosts Wntage
Radio Auctions and Expositions at which receivers, valves,
components, test gear, etc., may be bought and sold.

If you are a Vintage Radio enthusiast you cannot
afford to be without The Radiophile.

The Radiophile is available by subscription only,
currently just £22“ for four 48-page issues, or a sample may
be had for £512 To take out a subscription contact us by
’phone with your credit or debit card details or send your
cheque to:

The Radiophile, “Larkhill”, Newport Road,
Woodseaves, STAFFORD, ST20 ONP.

Telephone and fax (business hours) 01785  284696.
" UK and BFPO only: all other territories £28.
7‘ UK and BFP0 only: all other territories £6
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Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50. quarter page advertisements cost £45. halt page: 290 and full page: £180. Cheques made payable to ‘BVWS' please

TheBritish Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum

23 Rosendale Road, West Dulwich,
London SE21 8DS
020 8670 3667 Registered Charity No. 1111516
www.bvwm.org.uk Please make appointments beforehand

AWA 2010 ANTIQUE 7-

WORLD Eis‘issémm
CONVENTION Auausr 17.21
Four—and—a-ha/f Days of Total Immersion in Radio History & Hardware

nus YEAR‘S 100 YEARS OF THE RADIO CLUB OF AMERICA
"“P‘ETHM THE MIDCET RADIO 0 SYLVAIIIA

SPECIAL EXTRA AllcTilill OF THE LARRY BABBOCK ESTATE
To be offered are over 300 pieces, including many fine examples ofpre.1925
broadcast receivers, a vast horn speaker collection, an almost complete 1918
aircraft station, books, magazines and more.

I Enjoy our Free Opening Night I Visit Special Events Amateur
Pine Party Station MA

I Attend our regular Uterature, I Round-the-clock Flea Market is
Vacuum Tube and General ABEL-sanctioned
Auctions I Special Luncheon for Spouses

I Visit our World-Class Museum and Significant Others
and new Museum Campus I Free WI-Fl everywhere on the

I View Historical Exhihib in the Convention Campus
OIIl Equipment Contest

I Learn from the many Seminars
and Programs

At the Rochester Institute oi Technology Inn and
Centerence Center. Rochester. NY. From Exit 46 of the
New York Thruway (I-90), take I-390 North to NY 253 West to NY15 South.
Look for the RH building about 0.7 miles on the right. For more information:
mantiquewlreleesorg and m.awaconterence.com
AWA convention Chairman: Roy Wildermuth w2lt@aweconterenoe.eom

HT Supplies for
Battery Operat: u ~
Portable Radios-

replace
0 High efficiency. betterthan 8096
0 Low noise, virtually no interference
o Switches on automatimllywhé'n load isapplied, nocilrent
- Excellent regulation, betterthan inal batteries
. Powered byoneortwoDuracell M 12034.5Vflatbmeries
FordetalB.spedhceflomaMpdces.smds.aemRodBunnmatVdvemThbe&mpIee; ’-
Woodlands Vale House, Calthorpe Road, Ryde P033 1PFt or email rod.burman@btopenwortd.ccm
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Eighth page advertisements cost £22.50. quarter page advertisements cost £45. half page: 290 and full page: 2180. Cheques made payable to 'BVWS' please

Back issues
Vol10Numbers2.3&4lnc.The
KB Masterpiece, Extinct Species "A
Monster Defiant“.

Vol 11 Numbers 1. 2. 3. 4 Inc. BTH
VRS (1924) receiver. Marconi’s 1897
tests. Origin of the term 'Radio'.
Baird or Jenkins first with TV?

Vol 12 Numbers 1. 2. 3, 4 Inc. the
Emor Globe. The Fultograph. Ekco
Coloured Cabinets.

Volta Numbers 1. 2. 3Inc. Direct
action tuning. The Philips 2514.
Noctcvislon.

Vol 14 Numbers 1. 2. 3. 4 Inc. Cable
broadcasting in the 1930's. The story
of the Semen Grid.

Vol 15 Numbers 2. 3. 4 Inc. The
wartime Civilian Receiver. Coherers in
action. \fintage Vision.

Vol 16Numbers 1. 2. 3. 4 Inc.The
Stenode. The Philips 2511. Inside
the Round Ekcos.

Vol 17 Numbers 1. 3. 4. 5. 6 Inc.
Wattiess Mains Droppers. The First
Philips set. Receiver Techniques.

Vol 18 Numbers 3. 4. 5 Inc. The
First Transistor radio, The AVO Valve
tester. The way it was.

Vol19 Numbers 1.2. 3.4.5. 6
Inc. The Birth of the Transistor.
Super Inductance and all that. reflex
circuits. A Murphy Radio display.
restoration.

Vol 20 Numbers 1. 2. 4. 5. 6 Inc.
Radio Instruments Ltd.. Japanese
shirt pocket radios. Philco 'peoples
set'. notes on piano-.keys the story
of Pilot Radio. the Ever Ready
company from the inside. the
Cambridge international. the AWA
Radiolette, this Murphy tunes itself!

Vol21 Numbers 1. 2. 3. 4 Inc.
mm in postcards. the Defiant
M900, GPO registration No.3,
Personal portables. the transmission
of time signals by wireless. the Ekco
A23. historic equipment from the
early marine era. the birth pains of
radio. inside the BM20. plastics.
Ferdinand Braun. pioneer of wireless
telegraphy. that was the weekend
that was. the first bakelite radios.
BVWS - the first five years. the world
of cathedrals. Pam 710.

Vol22Numbers1.2. 3. 4
Inc. Another A065 story. the
Marconiphone P208 & P17B.
listening in. communication with
wires. the story of Sudbury radio
supply. French collection. Zenith
Trartsoceanics. Farnham show.
Alba's baby. the first Murphy
television receiver. AJS receivers.
Fellows magneto Company. Etco
R33. Black Propaganda.

Vol23Numbers 1. 2. 3. 4lnc.
Sonora Sonorette. Bush SUGS.
RNAS Transmitter type 52b.
North American ‘Woodies‘. Why
collect catalin. Pilot Little Maestro.
Theremin or Electronde. The Radio
Communication Company. Early FM
receivers. an odd Melody Maker.
Black propaganda.

Vol 24 Numbers 1, 2. 3. 4 Inc. The
Superhet for beginners. Triode valves
in radio receivers. History of CEO
andtheMarconi -Osramvalve. KB
FB10. Great Scottsl. Riders manuals.

Vol 25 Numbers 1. 2. 3. 4 Inc.
Repair of an Aerodyne 302. Henry
Jackson. pioneer of Wireless
communication at sea. Zenith 500
series. Confessions of a wireless
fiend. RGD B2351. John Bailey 1938

Alexandra palace and the BBC. 3(00
during the phoney war. Repairing a
BTH loudspeaker. The portable radio
in British life.

VoI2BNumbers 1. 2 Inc. How
green was your Ekco?. The Amplion
Dragon. Crystal gazing. The BVWS
at the NEC. Installing aerials and
earths. novelty radios. Machine-age
Ekco stands of the 19308.
Volksempfangen myth & reality.

Supplements:
1 ‘The story of Bumdept'.
2 ‘WW 1927 data sheet'
3 ‘Seeing by wireless' the story

of Baird Television
4 Reproduction Marconi catalogue

Earlier Bulletins and supplements
are priced at 22:00 each + postage.
Bulletins from volume 21 onwards
are priced at £2.50 each. + postage.

Postage: for individual Bulletins add
50p. for 2-5 bulletins add 21. for
6 or more add an extra 20p each.
23 Rosendale Road. West Dulwich
London SE21 8DS
Telephone 020 8670 3667.

Cheques to be made payable to
‘The Vintage Wireless Museum“.

Coil and Transformer Rewinds
for tage Radio ,} dTV uipment
. ’” okes. LOPTX and IF Transformers etc.
"oral desi 9 he also undertken
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News and Meetings
GPO registration Numbers
Martyn Bennett is the custodian of the BWVS GPO Registration Numbers
list. As many members know, the project of assembling this list was
started in the early days of the BVWS and was carried on by the late Pat
Leggatt. Members are strongly urged to help build the list. whenever they
get the opportunity. particularly as it is something that will help with the
identification of vintage wireless in years to come. The list is by no means
complete and the GPO no longer have a record of the numbers granted to
wireless manufacturers. The BVWS Handbook contains the current listings
- one in numerical order and one ordered by name. Please let Martyn have
any additions, or suggestions for con'ections, by mail or over the phone.

Martyn Bennett. 58 Church Fload, Fleet, Hampshire GU13 8LB
telephone: 01252-613660 e—mall: martyB®globalnet.co.uk

August 13th Friday Night is Music Night at The British
Vintage Wireless and Television Museum
September 12th Table Top Sale at The British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
September 19th Murphy Day at Mill Green Museum
October 10th Audiojumble
October 17th Harpenden
November 21st Golborne "North West of England” NEW VENUEI
November 26th Festive Music Night at The British Vintage Wireless
and Television Museum
December 5th Wootton Bassett

Workshops. Vintage Wireless and Television Museum:
For location and phone see advert in Bulletin. 11:00 start.
Harpenden: Harpenden Public Halls. Southdown Rd. Harpenden.
Doors open at 10:00. tickets for sale from 09:30. Auction at 13:30.
Contact Vic Williamson, 01582 593102
Audiojumble: The Angel Leisure Centre, Tonbridge. Kent.
Enquiries, 01892 540022
NVCF: National Wotage Communications Fair
See advert in Bulletin. www.nvcf.co.uk
Wootton Bassett: The Memorial Hall. Station Rd. Wootton Bassett.
Nr. Swindon (J16/M4). Doors open 10:30.
Contact Mike Barker. 01380 860787
Golborne: Golborne: Golborne Parkside Sports 8: Community Club.
Rivington Avenue. Golborne. Warrington. WA3 3HG
contact Mark Ryding 01942 729005
For more details with maps to locations see the BVWS Website:
www.bvws.org.uk/events/locations.htm

We want your ,
articles!

Share your Interests wlth your filler»
BVWS and 405 Alive members.

We accept: Type, handWriting, fax,
«.7: email, floppy disc, CD L 5.;

Send you'atlclesto: Carl Glover. 33 Rangers Square. Londonbéfll BHH
Tel/Fax: 020 8469 2904

bulietln_edltor@bvws.org.uk

Radio
Bygones

WHETHER your interest is in domestic radio
and War  in amateur radio. in military, aeronautical or marine
communications. in radar and radio navigation, in instruments,
in broadcasting, in audio and recording, or in professional
radio systems fixed or mobile, RADIO BYGONES is the magazine
for you.
ARTICLES on restoration and repair. history, circuit techniques,
personalities. reminiscences and just plain nostalgia - you'll find
them all. Plus features on museums and private deflections and a
full-colour photo-feature in every issue.
ITS MOSTLY about valves. of course. but ‘eolid—state' — whether of
the coherer and spark-gap variety or early transistors — also has
a place.
FROM THE DAYS of Maxwell, Hertz, Lodge and Marconi to
what was the etate-of-the-art just a few short years ago . .
THERE IS Also a selection of free readers’ For Sale and Wanted
advertisements in every issue.

Radio Bygones covers it all!
THE MAGAZINE is published six times a year. and is only available by
postal subscription I t  is not available at newsagents.
To TAKE OUT a subscription. or to order a sample copy, please con-
tact:

RADIO BYGONES, Wimborne Publishing Ltd”
Sequoia House, 398a Ringwood Road,

Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9AU.
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax 01202 874562.

Web sites: www.radiobygonee.eo.uk
wwwxadiobygonescom

Visit Britain's largest

Vintage Dadio Shop
Without  even leaving your home!

ID Britain’s widest range of Radio, TV and Gramophone
collectables for sale in every issue - 6 issues per year.

I! illustrated with accurate descriptions and prices.
l. Interesting articles on all aspects of vintage technology.
ID Annual subscription fully refundable against purchases.
I. Top prices paid for quality items - collections bought.

Send S.A.E.  for de ta i ls  and  sample copy

ON il'lli AID
' The Vintage Icebnology Centre

The Highway, Hawardcn (or. Chester) CH5 SDN
'lél/l'ax (+44) (0)  1244 530300

www.vintageradio.co.uk



Mechanical Music at Bonhams
The leading Mechanical Music Auctioneers in the UK

We are currently consigning into our  remaining 2010 sales:

Sunday 15  August
Goodwood ’lcons of Popular Culture'
Wednesday 3 November
Knightsbridge
Tuesday 7 December
Knowle

Highlights so far consigned, is a framed Nipkow disc from the
Hastings experiments. three catalin radios, a brown AD65 Ekco,
a brown AD77 Ekco, and a band 1 X aerial — good commission
concessions for BVWS members known to me.

Enquiries
Laurence Fisher
+44 (0) 8700 273 633
|aurence.fisher@bonhams.com

London - New York - Paris - San Francisco - Los Angeles - Hong Kong - Sydney - Dubai

Catalogue
+44 (0) 1666 502 200
subscriptions©bonhams.com

Illustrated
A rare Cosmos VR4 'Cruet Set' wireless receiver,
Circa 1925, In superb original condition complete
with two loading coils and painted ebonite cover.
Sold for £2,965 on 21 April, Knightsbridge sale.

Bonhams
Montpelier Street
London SW7 1HH
+44 (0) 20 7393 3900
+44 (0) 20 7393 3905 fax

Bonhams
The Old House
Station Road
Knowle 893 OHT
+44 (0) 1564 776151
+44 (0) 1564 778  069 fax

www.bonhams.com
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